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The thesis conoerns 1taelf with major female characters 
in the four novels of Harriette Arnow. The women, all built 
upon the prototype of the Southem mountain woman, possess
the same qua.litles, though a definite pattern of refinement 
in construction can be followed :from the first novel through
the latest. reflecting both Arnow's development as a novelist 
and the various phases of the Southern mountain pioneer pro
totype. 

The methods used in the thesis consisted of analysis
of primary materials to note the pattern of development of 
oharacters, supported by analysis and definition of the pro
totype from secondary materials dealing with Southern Appala
chian regionalism, geographical, sooiological, and literary,
from the early eighteenth century to the present. 

Arnow's South Central Kentucky background has strongly
influenced her work, letting the greater portion of it be 
set in that area and. g1ving all of 1.t the hardy. Pelagianistic
philosophy of the once-pioneering southern mountaineer. Her 
novels have as their central ligures women who are personifi 
cations of this mountaineer philosophy. strong-willed, inde
pendent, imaginative, and agrarian. they achieve their stature 
in the novels because they understand the implications of 
their circumstances and because they ques'eian those circum
stances that can be changed. 

As Arnow has completed each novel, the oentral figure
pati;ern has undergone another phase in rocess of evolu
tion. Louisa, the central figure in 1\1 u :Path is less 
refined and less complex than Suse of Hunter's Horn. Gertie 
of Ttu~ Dollmak~ is more refined than SUSfh The process of 
evolution has fis oulmination in Susie of ThfJ Weedkiller's 
~~~.E, who, though Arnow has moved her 'f'rOm the hUls to 
the su urbs, is still Louisa and Suss in quiet perception 
and Suss and Gertie in independe.nee and in affinity with the 
land. The evolution and the order of the novels parallels
the pioneer experience. Louisa goes into a new territory but 
retreats, Suss and Gertie struggle with the territory to make 
it liveable. Susie manages to reaoh the point of establishing 
a settlement that is in peaoefUl co-existence with the sur
roundings. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION, THE ROADS 

A Southern writer obsessed with roads is not an anom

aly to readers of twentieth century novels. william Faulkner 

lets the hot, dry dusty road run through several of his 

novels, perhaps most noticeably in Light !n August and in 

the Quentin seotion of The Sound and the El!.£l. John Ehle, 

in his novel ~ ~, uses a variation of the road motif as 

he ohronioles the oonstruction of a railroad through, liter

ally, the mountains of North Carolina.. Few Southern writers, 

however. have employed the road motif to the extent that 

Harriette Simpson Arnow, a so-called minor member of the 

Sou'them Li1ierary Renaissance, has employed 1t. The road, 

in all its variant forms--paths, graded gravel, highways. 

railroads, and rivers--has been a part of her life always. 

In the introduction to the paperback edition of her first 

novel, Mountain Path, pUblished in 1936, Arnow writesl 

At a very early age I saw much of life in 
terms of roads. Possibly this was beoause of the 
very poor road to the family home on the hill. • • • 
Mo ta1n P~Ih I originallY called UPath" a editorial 
op on ins sted on the other title. My next 'Work 
on the hills t roUghly planned at the time, but 
never finished until many years l&ter when I was 
settled again in the city--thiB time Detrolt--was 
the story of Il hill community near the end of e. 
graveled road where the outside world was bringing
change to the home oommunity and a t the same time 
taking men and families away. This manuscript 
kn?VIn e.s. Eng 9.t the Grnvet was by editortsl 
op~nion changed to Hunter a Horn. 
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The last fiotion centered on a hill family

began where the graveled road led onto the high

way, and ended in a war-time housing development
 
in Detroit. The title. The Dollmaker, was of my

choosing. The hill oommlnty near the highway
 
was gone. Thus, ti~ihway seemed no fIt tit1e.~
 

For Arnow the road is both real and symbolio. Llter

al roads lead out to new plaoes such as oities where lite 

seems to offer more than 1 t does in the rural areas. Figur

ative roads lead from the present into the future, sometimes 

roads both 1itaral and figurative, like those that Arnow 

mows, are anaohronistic and lead merel.y from the past into 

the present. The people of the hill country of the Cumber

land Plateau in south central Kentuoky. Arnow's native terri 

tory, often found that the prim!tive wagon tradks tha.t they 

had for roads led them into a future that was in actuality a. 

present. 

One oould go by "train, and soon by automobile from 
Somerset to Clnclnnati--180 miles away--more quick
ly and with far graater ease than from Somerset to 
many one-room schools in the oounty. Th:Bny of 'the 
men often took the time-oonsuming trip to the county 
seat, sometimes It meant a walk or mule ride of many 
miles to the nearest railroad station where the 
northbound local stopped, other tL~es from places 
where the Cumberland had "to be orossed by skiff, the 
whole of a fifteen or twenty-mile trip was done on 
foot. Few of the women and children had ever been 
in the county-seat town, separated from them not 
only by distance, but also, one could qu~te truth
fully BIlY, by two hundred years of time. 

tHan-latta Simpson Arnow, "Introduction, fI to !11guntain 
Path, 1st Appalachian Heritage ad. (1936, rpt. Berea, 
Kentuoky, Council of Southern Mountains Publishers, 1963), 
n. page 



The both literal and figurative road runs through 

more than Arnow's formative years. She herself followed the 

road out of the hill country in a manner paralleling the 

development of the road from path to graded gravel to highway

A produot of the country of paths but determined to follow 

the gravel to higher academic education, Arnow moved from her 

home on the hill ahove Burnside in Somerset County. Kentuoky, 

to Berea College. From there she followed the highway to 

LouisvUle and. the University of Louisville. A highwa.y 

linked Louisville to Cincinnati and eventually another high

way linked Oinoinnati with Detroit.1 Concurrent with her 

literal movement along the road to Iiterary achievement. 

According to Wilton Eckley, author of the critical biography, 

Hax-riette Arnow, to be published by the '!'wayne United States 

Authors series, she began to move dawn the path toward the 

graded gravel as a young ohild when her mother promised her 

fi seoond-hand typewriter if Harriette would learn to milk a 

cow newly added to the family menagerie. 2 Almost by default 

the acquired husbandry skill helped Arnow continue down the 

path onto the gravel with a first novel. fllounmln Path. pUb

lished in 1936, and onto the highway with a second novel, 

Hunter's Hom,published in 1949. with e. third novel, The 

l wil ton Eokley. "Harriette Arnow" (r,,1Js. to be pUblished 
by Twayne united states Authors Series), pp. 1-62. 

2Ib1d ., pp. ii-l1i. 
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Dollmaker. pUblished in 1954. with two works of social his

tory. Seedtime QU the Cumberland and ~ Flowering 2l the 

Cumberlan~ pUblished in 1960 and 1963 respectively, and with 

the latest novel. The Weedkil:ler'$ Daughter. pUblished in 

1970. Arnow has made e successful journey toward li1ierary 

recognition, though not without finding a few rough places 

in the road, among these being the unpublished novel. Between 

the Flowers. and the loss of the 1955 National Book Award 

for The Dollmaker to Willi~m Faulkner's! Fable.1 In spite 

of possible pitfalls and unknown difficulties Arnow ohose to 

travel the path, the gravel, and the hlghway--whlch she did 

with a :determination and a spirit that are not surprising in 

view of her heritage. 

Arnow, born Harriette Louisa Simpson in 1908, is of 

pioneer stoek- Suoh ancestry is not unusual in itself, for 

elmoat every native of a country as young as the United 

States is of pioneer stock, the Long Hunters and frontier 

scouts who explored ~nd settled the Cumberland River Basin 

and surrounding highlands, however, were a distinot civiliza

tion, indeed a distinct race. if Pilary Austin's 1932 article. 

"Regionalism in American Fiction," carries any credibility, 

for in it ahe defines raoe B8 fl ••• a pattern of responses 

common to a group of people who have lived together under a 

lEokley, pp. 2-14. 
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given environment long enough to take a recognizable pat

tern."1 

1'his race of frontiersmen, a. mingling of Scots, Low

land Scots, those Scots from Northern Ireland called Scotch

Irish, some English dissenters and a smattering of Germans 

and French,2 blazed trails or followed those paths already 

cut by the few scouts who had preceded them into The Old 

Boot. This land, a boot-shaped river basin whose toe 

touches the Ohio River in the northwest, whose heel reaches 

deep into south central Tennessee, the front of whose high 

top reaches into the high-lands of south central Kentucky 

and the back of whose high top forms the southern half of the 

western border of Virginia,) was a land of steep hillsides, 

ridges, mountains, narrow valleys, plenteous hardwood and 

evergreen treea. wild animals, and Indi~s. It was a land 

whose settlers had to learn to live with the forest or die 

from its wra.th. 

Across this Old boot. in both north-south and east

wast directiona, ran more paths or roads studied later as 

Indian trails, which might have caused many of Arnow's 

1riary Austin. URegionalism in American Fiction," 
English Journal. 21 (Feb. 1932). 97. 

2\,!. D. Vleatherford Bnd 1:srl D. C. Brewer. Life and 
Religion in Southern Appalachia (New York, Friendship
Press. 19~), pp. J-4. 

)Harriette Simpson Arnow, ::;>eedtim(} sm the Cumberland 
(New York, Maomillan, 1960), pp. 1-1~. 
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anoestors, too, to see their lives in terms of roads. The 

Great War Path ran north and south through Cumberland Gap. 

The Middle Chickasaw Path, "worn two feet deep when the 

white man found it," ran south trom NashvUle, Tennessee. 

Out of this grew an east-west trail called Natohez Trace. 

part of which at times was called Tollunteeskee's Trail.! 

still obsessed with roads, aware of their importance to the 

pioneers. Arnow oomments in a Seedtime 2!1 the Cumber.land 

ohapter entitled "The First Settlers", 

It is hard to overestimate the importanoe of these 
trails in the exploration and settlement of the 
country by men who as a rule traveled by horseback 
instead of by canoe. • •• True, even the first 
roads of the white man did not exactly follow any
given trail. originally made by animals and modi
fied by men who walked, there was some change for 
the horseman, more change when the pack-horee trace 
beoame a wagon road, and still more when the wagon
road became a highway for automobiles. Yea, at 
many points as at Cumberland Gap the very old and 
the very new know the same pass, and stranger still 
the white man built a very great many of his towns 
at the intersections of the old traila. 2 

The race of men whose lives were controlled by these 

trails and by the trails they ohose to open themselves was a 

group predominantly Sootoh and Scotch-Irish- They are 

described by Weatherford and Brewer as being set apart from 

other men because of the combination of four basic traits 

that they possessed. independence, self-reliance, clan 

l Arnow , Seedtime, p. 54. 

2Ibid., p. 55. 
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loyal ty, and a Bense of honor. The independence and self

reliance created by the naturally isolating terrain and by 

the sparse settlements were prerequisites for the use of the 

ax and the rifle, two of the frontiersman's four basic pos

sessions, the other two being the frying pan and the Bible.1 

Even with the ax and the rifle, the Southern Appalachian 

frontiersman was not deliberately destructive. Being forced 

to live close to nature, he developed a Pantheistic or 

transcendental phUosophy about his environment. From the 

cradle he was steeped in the caprices and whims of nature 

and could, by sniffing the air or by listening to the sound 

of the river tumbling over the falls, prediot with astonish

ing aoouracy the next day's weather. Arnow, in Seedtime oJ:} 

the Cumberland, adds that the mountain settlers N ••• were 

forever cautious, they respected the woods, the caves, and 

the river as one respeots honorable enemies. h2 Suoh respect 

ooupled with fabled Sootoh fru.gali ty led the self-reliant 

early Cumberlander to extreme effioiency rather than destruc

tiveness, ~s in the following examples 

Young John Buchanan, out with his felling ax, was, 
as he brought down e. cedar four feet through and 
forty feet to the first limb, doing three thingsl
preparing a field for planting, olearing an area 
around the fort free of trees and hence making it 
safer from hiding Indians, and getting timber for 
house wall, piggen, or firewood. Underbrush and 

1Weatherford and Brewer. pp. 4-8. 

2Arnow , Seed11me. pp. 141-142. 
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many of the trees were good only for makeshift 
fence, firewood, and sometimes they were merely 
drag~ed. into piles and burned, but usually the 
felling ot a tree was more than an act of destruc
tion, done solely to be rid of the tree. 

This same closeness to nature that led the highlander 

not to waste timber made him an expert marksman as his pre

cious rine "a.s both a source of food and I:l means of self-

defense. The highlander did not hunt for the mere sport. 

Because time was a precious commodity, the hours he spent 

tracking deer, squirrels, and other game needed to result in 

meat for the other essential, the frying pan. 

Clearly the highlander was well aware of the environ

ment and of the possibilities it offered for survival as well 

as the possibilities for destruction. He was a oautious 

dweller-in-the-woods who used without waste whatever was 

available from the land around him and who respected the 

power of that land. The sense of fearlessness attributed to 

the Southern Appalachian inhabitant is, according to 

Weatherford and Brewer, actually indifference to danger, but 

it is an indifference that comes from knowing that he has 

not interfered with the operationa of na.ture, that he has 

done what he can to protect himself against the ire of nature, 

and that whatever catastrophes may occur would have oocurred 

regardless of his efforts to avoid them. Such men as these 

frontiersmen left strong impressions upon those to follow 

1Ibid., p. 256. 
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them, whether they were to follow by trail or by generation. 

Arnow is one who has followed by generation literally 

and by trail figuratively- A desoendant of pioneers, she, 

too, is a pioneer in her own right. Her forebears were 

aware of the land around them and the resources it offered-

and the dangers. She, likewise, beoame awa.re, at a vary 

early age, of the land and the people around her and the 

11terary resources they offered. Her parents and grand

parents told and retold stories rich in hill-country folk

lore and detail wh1ch caused her, even at the early age of 

five, to realize tha.t the past, for her people, was not 

really the past. l Indeed, as she states in Seed~ime on the 

~umberlandt hMy people loved the past more than their pre

sent lives, I think, but it oannot be said we lived in the 

past. Two 'things tied all time together. these had run 

through most of the old stories to shape the lives of men, 

and so did they shape our lives and the lives of the people 

about us- These were the land and the cumberland. u2 

Thus Arnow 1s a pioneer through heri tage and this 

heritage exhibits itself in her ability to employ efficient

ly and without waste that whioh is about her. In his biogra

phy of Amow, Eokley points out the great influenoe of her 

heritage. her past, and the environment of that past upon 

2Arnow, Se,dt1me. pw 4. 
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both her earlier and her more reoent writingsa He 5ays, 

"Though Mrs. Arnow no longer lives near the Cumberland 

River. it and the land it waters are still very much a part 

of' her • • • and so f:dqJ they shape the fiotion and non

fiotion she has produced_hi 

Arnow is a pioneer in more than heritage. however, 

being as influenced by the past as she was, she oould not 

avoid transferring to her own life some of the enthusiasm of 

her ancestors for blazing new trails and for ther that traU 

was--once again-...the road to 11'terary achievement _ Had 

Arnow been born a man, the desire to write would indicate 

clearly enough possession of pioneer mind and spirit. be

cause she was born a woman, the pioneer mlnd and 3pir1tare 

then dOUbly evident. Her venture into the n.ew terri tory 

would have a. 'two-fold consequence t she would be going against 

the wishes of her parents who had decided teat their daughters 

should beoome teaohers and maintain these positions acoom

panied. by muoh oommunity rEHspecrt. at least until they mar.... 

ried,2 and she would be trying to break into a field not 

generally kind 'to the few women that it dld receive. Not 

wishing to rebel oompletely against the prinoiples and ethics 

learned in 'the Kentucky hill home j Arnow did teach for a fW#I 

years and. in doing so. gained some pioneer strength uae:ful 
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in overcoming the barriers facing women novelists. 

One of ~hese diffioulties has been documented by 

Dorls Grumbach in a 1964 Commonweal artiole entitled DOn 

Woman Novelists." She oon~ends that in the first half of 

the twentieth century there were few women writing fiction, 

other than historical fiction, 'tha.t compared in qual!'by with 

that which the men were wrl ting. Among these few women were 

such writers as Mary McCarthy, Ca.rson McCullers, and 

Flanner,y O'Connor, who are also members of the Southern 

Literar,y Renaissance and therefore compatriots of Arnow. and 

most of these were better known for their works of short 

fiction. Great novels come from the world of fact, from 

experience I and, since women are limited as to types of 

experience, moat of their novels must deal with marital life 

and domestic strife. causing their subject matter to be 

fundamentally "other women, chUdren, family, marriage, 

seduction, triangles and divorces • • • , love and oourtship 

• • • adolescence and old age and the problems of' beauty and 
1age. tt Suoh topics tend toward the romantic and sentimental, 

even toward the melodramatic and the maudlin. Arnow's use 

of romantic and melodramatic SUbjects indicates the extent 

of her courage and pioneer spirit for ahe does employ them, 

but she uses them as a creator of realistic literature does, 

lDoris Grumbach, NOn Women Novelists,N Commonweal. 80 
(8 May 1964), 199. 
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in the background to provide local color and detail. 

As a woman writer of realistio fiction which is also 

regional flotlon-.and furthermore Southern fiotion, ever in 

the shadow of William Faulkner--Arnow continues in the tradi

tion of the Appalachian highlander, both figuratively and 

literally. In.nut Kentuo~ Novtll. s. treatise on both Blue

grass and mountain fiction, Lawrenoe and Algernon Thompson 

point out that muoh post-Civil Wa.r Kentuoky fiction deals with 

the primitive and unsophisticated inhabitants of the highlands 

and that many of the elements of that fiction, "moonshtners, 

revenuers, :f'eud.ing • • • have unmistakable elements of' 

romancer" but that contemporary works a.bout the mountains 

are strongly realistic.1 They pay homage to her use of 

mountain customs, beliefs, and dialect, calling her one of 

"the better contemporary authors who have derived inspiration 

from the folklore of the hills," and giving her credit for 

employing "restrained almost scholarly notes on mountain 

life and customs" and for conducting in the novel. Hunter's 

l!2m, an intense study of the psychology of the Kentuoky 

mountainaer. 2 Thus the romantic and the melodramatic e19

ments in Arnow's work are relegated to e. position of second

ary importance. 

lLawrenoa S. Thompson and Algernon D. Thompson, The 
KentuokY ~ (Lexington. The Univeraity of Kentuoky
Press, 195JJ'-pp. 7-8. 

2Ibide, p. 26. 
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For instance, Mountain Path, the first novel, n ••• 

exoept for the conclusion in which Louisa Lthe prinoipal 

chare.cteV acknowledges her love for a young feuder. • • seems 

to be autobiograPhicaJ..··1 Though Arnow is relying on herself 

for a major characterization here, she does not tall into 

the same trap that her less capable women cont.emporaries dOe 

Her own experienoes a.re such that she can report life beyond 

the perimeter of the home and hea.rth, she recounts a novice 

teacher's year among poor mountain people who are innocent 

victims but resigned and determined perpetuators of a feud. 

Hunter'.§. H.2m. the second novel, dea.ls with an entire family 

but conoentrates on one young girl's attempts to escape the 

imprisoning characteristics of the mountain cove in Which her 

family struggles to exist from crops grown on a poorly worked, 

poor quallty hillside farm. The third novel. The IJollro.aker, 

1s concerned with domestic strifQ but conoentrates on the 

ability of an entire mountain family to adjust to unfamiliar 

oity surroundings. The fourth novel. The _W.;:;:.ee.::.;d=:k::.:i::.::l::.:1:.::e~r_·.=.s 

Daughter, contains a minimal amount of domestic strife-

a.lways plaoed in a hazy background situation--and conoerns 

itself with the endeavors of a precocious teen-age girl to be 

an individual in an environment demanding conformity end 

artificiality. Indeed, BS Wilton Eokley says in his critical 

biography, Arnow's work, both the fiction and the non-fiction, 

IThompson and Thompson, p. 26. 
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offers Ita penetra.ting and oomprehenslva tree.tment of the life 

of the Southern mountaineer :trom his origins to his migra

tion to the industrial oities of the North. ttl 

Arnow shows herself a pioneer booth as a. Kentucky 

author and as a. regionalist. Grant C. Knight, in a 194,5 

article on the varieties of Kentuoky fiction, comments that 

Regional literature faoes peCUliar threats to 
esteem and longevity. It is bound to exhaust 
1ts rnaterial. and thereafter its readers. Its 
primitivism is likely to suggest that we are being
led backward inst'ead of forward or 'that we are 
sitting in at a peepshow which caters to our 
snobbishness. And 1t 1s pretty sure to lapse into 
11 preoccupation with the trivial. Kentucky
regionalists, fore8ee~ these dangers, have 
thought to escape them. 

Arnow has escaped the danger of preoccupation with 

the trivial by instilling in her works, through intricate 

detaIl of scene, superstition, end dialect, an overwhelming 

realism and e Benes of naturalism so intense that occasion

ally the reader will think her extremely pessimistic. 

Ra ther, she Ie writing ~erely as the m'lerent soul and 

spirit of the pioneering mountaineer compels her to write. 

She, too, is affected by the land and the Cumberland, so 

affeoted that she perhaps even unwittingly has incorporated 

the phases of the myth and IT'.yBtlqua of the Southern 

2arant c. Knight, "bluegra.ss and Laurel. 'llhe Vari
eties of' Kentuoky Fiction, If Satu:tda:v: Review 01 ,t,itemture, 6 
(Jan. 1945), 12-1;. 
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mountaineer settler into her works of fiction. 

The myth and mystique of the Southern mountaineer 

have provided the impetus for the study to follow Which will 

concern itself mainly with the principal women in the novels 

of Harriette Arnow. That Arnow has chosen to assign major 

roles in the novels to women is not unusual in i teelf. that 

she has chosen to give the major roles to the women pre

dominately, rather than to the men, is unusual however. 

Compared to the men, the women are well-founded characters, 

rUlly drawn, exhibiting the hardy Pelaglanistic philosophy 

of the once-pioneering southern mountaineer after whom they 

are patterned and by whom their creator has been influenced 

since birth. Arnow's four novels. Mguntain Path. Hunter's 

Horn. The Ilgl):maker. and 1b!. Weedkiller's DaWi!:hter. have as 

their central figures women--or child-women--who are personi

fioations of this mountaineer phUosophy- Strong-wil.led. 

independent, imagina'tlve. and agrarian, they achieve their 

stature in the novels beoause they understand the implica

tions of their circumstances, because they are resigned to 

what cannot be changed, and because they question continual

ly those circumstances that can be changed. 

As Arnow haa oompleted each novel, the central figure 

has undergone another phase in the process of evolution. 

Louisa, the oentral figure in Mguntain fatal is less refined 

and less complex than Suse, a central figure in H~tlr's 

Horn- Gertie of 1he P211make~ is a more mature version of 
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Suse developed with more detail. The process of evolution 

has its CUlmination in Susie of :,chs Weedldller's Daughter. 

who. though Arnow haa moved her from the hills to the suburbs. 

is still Louisa and SUBS in quiet perception and SU88 and 

Gertie in independence and affinity with nature and the land. 

The evolution of' the characters and the sequenoe of the 

novels pa.ra.llel the mountaineer experience. Louisa goes 

into a new territory but returns--somewhat as the trail

blazers and scouts who precede the first wave of settlers. 

Suss and Gertie, like the .first generation of settlers in a 

new territory, struggle with the unfamiliar environment to 

learn its benevolence and its malevolence in order to carve 

a life from it. Susie, representative of the generation hav

ing grown up in territory once unfamiliar to their parents, 

manages to raaah the point of establishing a settlement that 

functions in peaceful co-existence with the surrounding 

wildemess. 

This study wUl, in pa.rt. trace the path of evolution 

of these characters as feminine constructions of' the proto

type of the Southern Appalachian pioneer. The prototype of 

the Southern mountain woman alone will not SUffice. though 

the myth of the mountain woman depicts her as possessing 

great physical. moral. and psychologioal strength. indeed a 

chapter in flowering 9.i the Qwnberland which Arnow devotes 

primarily to the woman instrumental 1n settling the hill 

oountry is. for the sake of subtle symbolism, entitled 
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"The Underpinning."l UnderstancU.ng the total scope of the 

pioneer mystique requires the examination of the beliefs. 

customs. and habits of the hardy individualist who "had to 

be a world within hlmself ••• who had to be able to be
2lieve in himself and the world around him ... By analogy, 

then, this study will be one of women, each of whom follow8 

the trails, paths, and roads that lead her to be a world 

within herself. 

lHarriette Arnow, flower!Jlg 2! the Cumberland (New
York' Macmillan, 196J). pp. 30-51. 

2Arnow, §~edtime. p. 171. 



Chapter II 

THE PIONEERS 

Pioneers are part of every civilization, every nation. 

They are the hardy individuals whose spirit provides the 

backbone of that civilization or nation, and beoause of such 

influence they set the standards of morale, ethics, economics, 

religion, and even the arts. Eventually the legend of the 

pioneer mind becomes inextricably woven into that na.tion' s 

history, but the legend, as with all legends, develops long 

after those who have served as its source are gone. Dis

ooveries and achievements are lauded, landmarked, and docu

mented to be alluded to by patriotio descendants. Seldom 

does a nation pause to realize that its forefathers did not 

spring fully grown from the soil of that nation. They were, 

rather, a breed of innovative knights-errant. In the epilogue 

of Seedtimg 2D the Cymberland, H8.rriet'te Arnow summarizes 

their achievementsl 

The kettle singing from the orane above the 
glowing hiokory embers was like most other aspeots 
of pioneer life, both new and old. Fire and 
kettles were old in Europe when Martin Chartier 
visited the Cumberland. The heat of hiokory 
embers had long been known to the Amerioan Indian, 
but was strange to England. The pioneer put the 
three together. 

The first settlers on the Cumberland, like
 
first settlers elsewhere, invented nothing and
 
most certainly not demooracy. They pioneered no
 
new systems of government or religion or
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agrioulture. Rather the sucoessful pioneer was 
a master hand at adapting old learnings to a new 
environmen't.1 

In order for the pioneer to come into a new environ

ment, he must leave an old one, the reasons ranging from 

humanitarianism to wanderlust to greed. Whatever the reason, 

there must be an exodUS from a former plaoe, and more often 

than not the exodus is conduoted in the interest of self-

preservation and thus, in a sense, is a forced exod.us. Arnow, 

summarizing a trip she took in the early 1960's, writes the 

following in MountAin Life and Work. "Daughter Marcella and 

I rented a car and spent ten days touring the Scottish. High

lands including the Hebrides, later we went to Wales. over 

and over I was oaught up in the same sorrow that gets me in 

the baok hillsi deserted homes, farms, and fields--people 

could no longer earn a living, and over and over whether at 

North Urat or Bamouth. the same talk of the old--' The young 

ones have to go away; there's nothing for them here., ..2 

She reaffirms that sorrow in the introduotion to 

Mountain mib. in a discussion of the influences of the town 

of Burnside, Kentuoky, on her ea.rly life. "Still, though not 

living in the small town below me on the river, family life 

was shaped by town 11fe--the graded school we attended, the 

l Arnow , Seedtime, pp. 426-427. 

2Harriette Arnow. "Voices Over the Mountains, H. 
Am.. ow.. ... irhe l'lagazine of theCOInmants, n. Flountain Xli!, and \\.orkl 
Appalapblan Soutll" lh, No.1 SprIng 1965)~. - 
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I 

Southern Railway with most of its passenger trains then 

stopping in the town, the lumber mills. and the steamboats. 

had grown up within hearing of train and steamboat Whis

tles, and most of the time I looked toward the world of which 

they spoke--Nashvl1le, Cincinnati, Detroit, Louisville, 

Chicago. That world had taken most of my people and would 

I knew in time take me, it offered most_"l 

Arnow was not alone in thinking that the world beyond 

the hills offered most. As she left the back hills in 1924 

to attend Berea College in Berea. Kentuoky, and from there 

moved onto those ever-beokoning cities, Louisville, Cinoinnati, 

and finally settled near Ann Arbor, her fellow Cumberlanders 

were, a few at a. time, departing from the hills for the 

promising new territory of oities. She reports that "Life 

in the hills was on the whole worse than it had been for 

deoades. The big timber was gone, the oil, end the Boil 

washed from the hillsides and ridge topa, game was scarce. 

There was 11ttle left but scrub timber, worn out soil, and 

people--many people, for though there had always been emigra
2tion from the hills the Great r.'ligration had not yet begun_ .. 

Her own great migration had preoeded by a few years that 

whioh began for her hillcountrymen with World War II. Dur

ing the yea.rs since the war, the oontinued emigration haa 

1Arnow , Mountain Path, p. 1. 

2Arnow, ibid., p. 11. 
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resulted in the conditions she describes as follows. 

One can walk tor mUes and miles through the 
upper reaohes ot the oreek valleys above smith 
Shoals on the Cumberland--or rather where Smith 
Shoals used to be for the old river like the 
lower reaches of the creeks is now deep under 
Lake Cumberland--and find only tumble-down houses. 
often the chimney alone, a rusted post office sign
wlndlodged in a young pine tree, or a leaf-choked 
spring, around it scattered blocks of stone to re
mind the passerby that once a springhouse stood 
there. 

This is the hUl community after the Great 
Migration that began wi th World War II and con
tinues still. Population in the United states as 
a whole has 1n the last two decades shown a pro
digious inorease, that of most counties in Eastern 
Kentucky has shown an even greater rate of decrease. 
There have been other ch.anges, the beginnings of 
which one could see by 1933 when Mountain Path was 
begun--the Cumberland National Forest, WPA roads, 
more federal fUnds for county health and agrioulture,
hope of eleotricity. The things of which I had 
dreamed for the hills were coming to pass. There 
were other changes. These more or less paralleled
those in all rural regions of the United Statas I 
improved roads and increased use of the automobile 
tended more and more to des troy the rural oommunity,
still too backward to attract industry of its own 
and eo stay alive. The one room school was consoli... 
dated, and the little church when compared to that in 
the town now easily reached by automobile seemed a 
poor thing. The needs of the people were being met, 
but they were no longer there, for the most pressing
need of all--some means of earning cash--never came 
to the back hill community.

This one great need was already destroying the 
world I saw when I taught my first sohool. Not a.ll 
those who went away to work came home again.. Well 
before Mountaln ~was written I knew in Louisville 
and later In cIne . tl e. good many of the trans
planted people. Some were the eons and daughters of 
little farmers in the hills, with no land to farm 
they had turned to industry during the booming
twenties. and stayed on through the depression
chiefly because back home there was nothing for 
them. Most, however, during the thirties did oome 
back to the hillS, so that school enrollments 1n 
many eaetern oounties increased during the depression. 
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The going out during and after World War II waS 
different, the average man did not stay a few 
months and come home again. Instead the wife and 
children followed. The Great Migrafion twisted, 
and possibly wrecked, my old dream. 

Pa.radoxically. while her dream for the hill oountry 

was being wrecked, Arnow's dreams for herself were being ful

filled, she was journeying toward a figurative land where she 

would be free to practice wlla.t for her was a form of reli

gion--the art of writing--and where she would find oppor

tumty to adapt the old learnings, the customs of the Cumber

landers and the stories she had known since childhood, to 

the new environment of' her own wr1tinge. 

More than two centu.ries before her first attempts at 

writing, the people whose independent spirit and philosophies 

helped spur her on to 1h e goal began their Great f,1igration 

from Western EUrope and from the Tidewater areas of the 

Colonies into the Cumberland River Basin and its surrounding 

mountains, forming a par~ of the Appalachian south which has 

been the setting of muoh fiction and non-fiction sinoe its 

settlement_ This Appalachian South, aooording to Horaoe 

Kephart in Q!U: Southern Highlanders, is e. twentieth oentury 

version of the eighteenth oentury,2 or haa been until the 

lest forty years, at least; Eliot Wigginton's 1he Foxtlre 

l Arnow , ftlQunta.1n Path, pp. vii-viii. 

2Horaoe Kephart, Our Southern Highlander! (New York: 
Maomillan, 1922), p. 18. 
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fJpok (New York: Doubleday, 1972), with aocounts of handi

crafts still being praoticed and folklore still being be

lieved, and Harry M. Caudill's Night Comes to the Cwnh$rla.n.As 

(Bostonl Little, Brown, 1963), with accounts of demoraliza

tion and economic and social deprivation, indica.te, however, 

that even the last forty years have mattered little. 

The area is one of steep-sided slopes covered with 

hardwood and pine trees The deep, narrow valleys--or "hola 

lers"--which ~re formed by these slopee see very little of 

both the sun and outside influence, thus making Arnow's 

description of the Cal farm in her first novel Mountain Path 

as h. __ a plaoe of perpetual twilightn1 seem naturally 

metaphorical- These deep narrow valleys and the steep wooded 

slopes are to be found, along with characteristic language and 

dress, in parts of Maryland, vleet Virginia, Virginia, North 

CBrolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, and 

Kentucky.2 Of these areas, particularly Western Virginia, 

Western North Carolina, Tenneesaee, and Kentucky make up the 

land of the trailblazers, the pioneers who led the first 

phase of westering. TheBe are the lands forming that wilder

ness that was traversed, explored, and settled by such legend

ary figures as James Needham, Governor spotswood, William 

1Arnow , Mountain Pith, p. 56. 

2Joalah H. Combs, "The Language of the Southern High
lander,n PMLA, 46 (1931), 1302. 
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Byrd, Dr. Thomas Walker, Daniel Boone, and Davie Crockett.1 

As Am.ow records in her social history Seedtime sm the 

Cumberl~d, these were the lands settled by 

• • • German, Swiss, French, Welsh, sometimes 
English--a Methodist or a Baptist--now and then 
a Pennsylvania Quaker, or a family down trom New 
Jersey. New York. or even New England--all hunting
toleration and cheap land. There was above all 
Scotch-Irish • • • • We cannot be certain it was 
entirely poverty and persecution that made the 
Scotch-Irish along with many Germans, push up and 
up into the higher lands, with some crossing the 
Blue Ridge. • •• The Scotch and the scotch
IriSh undoubtedly loved the high valleys, snug
below high hills and mountains. Swift streams 
between rocky hills would have reminded them of 
their homeland. that 1s if any among them had been 
in the haoi t of using such a pret1:y word.. The 
land-thAt-had-been-home was for them as for the 
French or German Protestant, a place of persecu
tion, hardly an earthly paradi8~ on which to 
hang fond dreams of going home. 

The deep valleys and steep slopes serving as natural 

barriers created an isolationist attitude among the settlers 

of the ApPalaohian South which caused the image of the hill 

people to oontain feuds, moonshiners. and curious dialect 

almost poetic in its Anglo-Saxon and CeltIc background and 

ita cloee communion with nature. Kephart's verbal portrait 

of the Southerners claims that mention of this region causes 

one's imagination aleo to 

••• conjure up a tall. slouching figure in
 
homespun, who carries e rifle as habitually as
 
he does his hat and who may tilt ita muzzle
 

l Arnow , Seedtime, pp. 40-105. 
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toward a stranger before addressing him, the
 
form of salutation being.
 

"stop tharl What's you-unsee name? \~har'B
 
you'una a goin' ter?"
 

• • • Our typioal mountaineer is lank, he is
 
always unkempt, he is fond of toting a gun on his
 
shoulder, and his ouriosit,y about a stranger's
 
name and business 1s prom;tly, though politely 1
 
outspoken. For the rest, he is a man of mystery. 

The stereotype that Kephart presented as the aocepted one in 

1922, the mountaineer wi th "the long rifle and the peremptory 

Challenge,,,2 is still the acoepted one to the less informed 

reader. Arnow uses this stereotype as a base for her char

acterlzations--for it is the mountaineer stripped of the per

sonal!ty traits that me.ke him an individual and of the slight 

mutations of teohnological progress that have affected him 

in the past half-century. Kephart simultaneously laments and 

lauds the isolat50nism which is prevalent--becaua0 of natural 

barriers--in the hill country and whi eh has kept th.e mountain

eer and his family more than IE!. century behind their Bluegrass 

and Tidewater contemporaries,) though the more progressive 

Southerners cannot be ca.lled contemporaries of the Highlanders 

because time has passed more slowly in the Highlands. In the 

introduction to the First Appa1.achian Heritage ad!tion of 

1!1Quntaln Path. Arnow inclUdes a detailed passage that sup

ports Kephart's theory of isolationism and provides an 
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explanation for the air of mystery that surrounds the 

mountaineer. 

The oontrast between the often prQ,perous and 
sometimes wealthy dweller in the county-seat towns 
of the hUla and the rural family had sharpened,
while the late twenties brought booming times to 
much of the rest of the United states, the road
less back hill communities knew only an all
encompassing poverty of environment. Wall in 
such communIties continued to come twice or thrice 
weekly by mule-back. The institution now known as 
county health was in Its infancy, hospitals were 
praotically non-existent in Eastern Kentucky, many 
were born, lived and died with no help from that 
man seldom found 1n impoverished communities--the 
physician. The average school was a one room 
frame building, a miscellaneous collection of 
seats its sole equipment, no toilets of any kind, 
water from the closest spring, hogs sleeping under 
the floor, and almost no help from the state of 
Kentuoky. Educe.tion was on the whole considered a 
local problem. The back hUl child if he wanted 
any beyond the eighth pde had to come from a 
family affluent enough to pay the expenses of 
studying away from home. 

Few of the women and ohUdren in thebaok hUls 
had by 1930 heard a radio, for with no electricity
all had to be the bettery-powered type. Many in 
the more shut awa.y oommunities had never seen a 
oar. Meanwhile Somerset, not a great many mUes 
from any community in Pulaski County, was like many 
county-seat towns, a busy, up-to-the-minute place 
wlt~ excellent grade schools, an outstanding hIgh
school, a public library, physicians, roads to the 
north, automObiles on paved streets, and nearby a 
roundhouse of the Southern Railway.

Yet, for all the influence such centers of edu
cation and modern conveniences had on the llfe in 
the roadless hills, they might have bee~hundred9 
of miles away instead of twenty or less. 

Thus does Arnow exhibit her first-hand knOWledge of 

the isolation of the mountaineer and of the psychology of the 

tArnow, Mgqntaln Path, pp. 1i-ili. 
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mountaineer, a facile aohievement bacause her formative 

years were spent in the hills of South Central Ken~ucky and, 

paradoxically, a difficult achievement because the proximity 

with which she views these people presents too sUb3ective a 

view for jUdicious evaluation by those less wise and less 

traveled then she. She quelii'ies all the more then as a 

reporter and recorder of the life of the mountain people be

cause she has both experience and perspective and can, as 

Jay B. HUbbell professes, u ••• report its interior--lts 

souL, its speech, its thought."! 

In reporting the interior of the Kentucky Highlands, 

Arnow defeats all arguments against the existence of regional 

11terature. She has, a.s Mary Austin has said about another 

writer of regional fiction, taken her materials from 0 ••• 

native tales which Lihi/ tells in the manner in wh.1ch the 

natives would tell them. \'lork: of this kind comes on slowly. 

Time is the essence of the undertaking, time to 1ive into 

the land and absorb it. still more time to cure the reading 

public of its preference for something less than the pro

verbial bird's eye view of the American scene. wha.t you might 

call an automobile eye view ...2 Arnow has lived into the land 

and absorbed it. 

l Jay B. HUbbell. Southern Lii@ in Fiction (Athenss
Univ. of Georgia Press. 1900}, pp •. -9:

2Austln, p. 106. 
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In an article entitled "My Land Has a Voice,u pUb

lished in Mountain Lila eng WOtk, Jesse Stuart o:ffers--as 

part of an explanation to a friend--a highly plausible rea

son for the suocess and ability of writers of the Appalachian 

South. He says, It ••• Appala.chians, When they move away, 

recognize the land they leave behind, all of i:ts spokesmen 

of song, music, art, dance more than any people in any area 

of the world unless it is Greece, Ireland, or Scotland•••• 

We are Celtic, A CeltIs two men. He can be a coal miner 

end A. poet at the same time .,,1 

These Celtic descendants of the Scotch, the Irish, 

and the Scotch-Irish whose settlement of the Cumberland HiveI' 

Basin and lts surroundinghlghlands is so expertly desoribed 

in Arnow's two worlr..s of social history, Seedtime sm. the 

C'Umb~rland ~lnd Elow§riM P.l. the Cumberlanc;l, have been respon

sible for developing a literature that is twice regional, 

both Southern and Appa.laehiMh It is first Southern because, 

like that set in the land of red clay and sandy 80il erupting 

into fields of cotton, tobacco, and peanuts, bordered by 

live oaks dripping with Spanish moss, it contains remnants 

of the same spirit of Agrarianism as it was defined by the 

Vtmderb11 t University school in the 1920's. 

Agrarianism advocates the pastoral life, a closeness 

1Jesse stuart, "Ww Land Has a Voice," Mount~n Life 
an~. ~I t:he ~la.gazine Q.t the Appa.lachian South, ~ (April
19 8),-11-12. 
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to the land. Donald Davidson, a founding father, says, 

"Life is a cycle, and the agrarian establishes man within 

that natural cycle where he belongs."l Science, which here 

includes industry and technology but not the present-day 

science of agriculture, is evil, or at least causes man to 

do evil. The following quotation from John Crowe Ransom's 

ggg Without Thunder inclUdes one of the central themes of 

the Agrarian cause= "To tum a.way--to turn forwa.rd, as the 

progressives always have it--from this idyllio simplicity of 

life that of the Garden of Eden is to seek to improve the 

human position at the expense of nature as an enemy, to eat 

the fruit of the tree of knowledge, to break from the defini

tive man-tn-God relation, and to commit sin. This is the 

origin of unhappiness. H2 

Southern Appalaohian literature also contains a 

yearning for the past, a distrust of science, especially as 

it Bpa~ns industrialism, and a definite concern for the 

plight of the small farmer.) but a noticeable differenoe 

occurs in the intensity of the idealization of the fatherland. 

I nOna.ld Davidson, "The 'Mystery' of the Agrariansil
Facts and Illusions About Some Southern Writers," saturday
Review of Literature, 2) Jan. 194), pp. 6-7. 

2W• T. Couch, "The Agrarian Romance," South Atlantic 
QuarterlY, J6 (1937), 422. 

~q. J. Cash, ~ Mind 2l th~ South (19411 rapt. New 
York: Vintage-Knopf, 1967>7 pp. ) 9-394. 
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Unlike the Deep South, the Appalachian South does not mourn 

its lost heritage, or even its supposedly lost heritage, for 

it never ha.s been wealthy enough to have one. That which 

serves as heritage is the independent spirit of self

reliance that has grown of neoessity from the combination of 

natural barriers and sparce settlements and seems to begin 

anew with each generation. still, Appalachian literature is 

Southern enough to contain the contemporary universal as 

Frederick J. Hoffman describes it in The An 9f. ;.S.;;:;;o..u.;,th_a~rn::.:.·:.; 

fiction: 

The South was also--and more self-consoiously so 
than the North--a land more easily identifiable as suoh 
then New England, for example, which was in essence 
an idea or a battleground of ideas. The image of a 
land on which its people lived in close moral depen
dency was a popular one and persisted in spite of all 
evidences to the contrary in the south's economic his
tory. Here one must. however, call a pause, simply 
because two important changes ha.ve occurred in more 
recent samples of Southern 11terature I the shifting 
of the scene from the land to the c1ty and the intel
lectual e.nd moral change, tr0m the Southern past to 
the contemporary universal. 

This contemporary universal, as writers of Southern 

Appalachian fiction, partiCUlarly Arnow, use it. still per

mits the impact end 1mportanoe of place, location or setting, 

to be felt in the literature- According to Hoffman, it 

II . . - begins with the image. the particular of the Southern 

scene, a ~uallty of atmosphere or a simple human detail •••• 

1Frederlc J. Hof:fman, The Art of Southern Fiction 
(Carbondelsx Southern Ill1nor;-unlverslty Press, 1967), p. 
10. 
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~he history of the Southern plaoe 1$ essentially one of 

human agreements made with natare. h1 Acoording to Wilma 

Dykeman Stokely, a fellow contributor of Stuart and Arnow 

to Moyntain Life ~ Work, Appalachian literature 1s unique 

but, like all Southern literature, emphasizes place. It 

springs from an area where poverty is most extreme, where 

the archetypal struggle between the hunter and the settler 

was once real and often took place within the spirit of the 

same man, and where the 01vii War was not a war between 

eta tes but a. war between brothers. 2 Such a series of 

struggles, the eoonomio, the spiritual, and the political, 

provides the Appalachian sathor with the awareness of the 

environment that stua.rt describes. The Appalachian writer, 

then, cannot help providing his work with an authenticity 

found in works of no other regIon. Stokely comments. "This 

authenticity went beyond a precise reoording of unusual words 

or phrases, beyond accurate descriptions of distinctive cus

toms and even beyond convincing rendition of character. It 

grew from an authority in which allot these ingredients were 

oombined to forge from the weather of their creators' lives 

a testimony of personal human experience and a communication_") 

1Hoffman, p. 21. 

2wl1me. Dykeman Stokely, "The Litemture of the Southern 
z~P~:C~;:l:~M:l~~~;h~O~~~rn~;~e ine1§~~) ~Q~~~ 8. The lilaga

JIbid., p. 17. 
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The writing of Harriette Arnow, a native of South 

Central Kentucky, possesses this authenticity, this recogni

tion of the land, ~s people, its customs. Her forebears 

must have succeeded in co~existing with the land and with 

nature for sha developed, acoording to Eckley, a ooncept of 

Nature that is "not an abstraction--but something conorete 

and sustaining, something providing a solid foundation upon 
twhich to base a life-view ... 

Arnow's four novels. one of which is not set at all in 

the South Central Kentucky Highlands, and her two works of 

soclal history clearly reveal this life-view, this kinship 

with nature. The mountain settings in her navalIS fairly drip 

with the dampness of a winter fog clearly and realistically 

described. The sunny summer days are cool with the highland 

lack of humidity. The mountain cornfields are small and 

sometimes vertically furrowed, but tended with the utmost 

care according to "the signs. The rustic cabins are sturdyU 

but sometimes ehilly in the dampness of highland winter. The 

dialogue of the characters is sparse but warm and sprinkled 

with natural metaphor and simile which become, because of 

Arnow's Celtic background and the Celtic background of those 

persons she uses for models for oharaoters, veritable poetry. 

The characters are tall. lean, ta.nd sturdy like the oak trees 

around them and from which their cabins are buIlt. They 



learn to respect the ways of the woods and the river from 

the cradle and to know to fear nature only when they chal

lenge it. They are the possessors of the "pioneer mind

which Arnow denies exists as a specifio trait of a specific 

individual,1 but which she ultimately points out in the 

principal characters in each ot her four novels and in the 

histories and descriptions of the Cumberland River and its 

surrounding lands. 

Arnow's principal characters, always women, are de

veloped from the prototype of the pioneer, but no more so 

than Arnow herself 1s developed from it. In the most 

immediate and most literal sense, she is a pioneer through 

legaoy. She is a descendant of pioneering mountaineer 

stock. In a 1iterary sense. she is a pioneer in "that she is 

a writer of realistic fiction set in areas which tend to 

produce elements and themes usually attributed only to 

romanticism. Interest in the primitive and 'the unsophisti

oated ie a characteristic of romanticism as that literary 

philosophy manifests itself periodically in American litera

ture. Agrarianism, with 1ts advocacy of olose communion 

with nature, 1s an inherent part of the philosophy. Another 

characteristic is emphasis on the individual, whioh evolves 

into desire for human!tartan reform, partioularly as it 
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1relates to the liberation of slaves and women. Thus, in a 

third sense, Arnow 1s a pioneer. her efforts to plead for the 

liberation o:f the mountain woman not resulting in a regres

sion into romantioism. 

In each of her novels. the principal characters find 

their strengths in their abilities to eo-exist with nature, 

to work with nature, not against it. Accordingly, their 

weaknesses all result from their inability to tolerate man's 

a ttemJSjs to impose the order of the machine on the nature 

that 1s their souroe of strength, Louisa Sheridan of 

Mountain Path. the outsider, comes to the mountains. She 1s 

a .. :furriner, fl an anomaly, an odd!ty• something to be looked 

at and tqhlspered about for a time. Louisa, inexplicably 

possessing the mountaineers' sensitivity to nature, quickly 

observes and absorbs the behavior patterns of those natives 

she watches. Sase Ballew, the principal oharaoter of 

Hunter's ti2tn. a child-woman rather than 8 mera woman, makes 

her agreements with nature- She is aware of things that can

not be changed and does not concern herself with these. Her 

convictions that that which is controlled by man can be 

changed, needs to be changed, and too often is not changed. 

are shared by Gertie Nevels, the physically end philosophi

cally strong protagonist of The D911maker- Moving :from the 



hills to the city, Gertie, a humanitarian above all else. 

succumbs to the conformity imposed by the machine only when 

she recognizes that exertion of her individuality will oause 

pa.in to others. Her ngreemen1i with nature is more accurately 

an agreement with human nature. Susie Schnitzer of The 

llieedkl1ler's Daughttn:, already living in the SUburbs. maltes 

simultaneous agreements with both human nature and nature 

and discovers that she may still maintain her individuality. 

A very significant chapter of Seedtime .Q!1 the CYmber

~ is entitled I'The Shirttail Men." ~lhile the title may 

appear to refer only to the males of that race of mountaineers. 

it really refers to a philosophy and a psychology that belong 

to the entire breed--including the all-important women. A 

study of the self-reliance of the mce as a whole underscores 

and provides background for that possessed by the early 

mountain WOL1en. by Harriette Arnow herself, and by the women 

in her novels. 

The initial depiction in the chapter is of the 

Southern Appalachians' contribution to the Continental Army 

of the American Revolution. He was called the Long Hunter 

because of the rifle constantly with him. He had been used 

to fighting in frontier skirmishes defending his own immedi

ate territory, but 

• • • the long-huntlng-aoldier-farmer-borderer was 
Bn unloved figure. Washington praised his skill with 
the long rine. but found him difficult. He was. 
he didn't mind fighting but hated soldiering, and 
had an innate distaste for drills, standing armies, 



and all other aspects of the military life. New 
Yorkers and New Englanders found h1m unoouth and 
even silly with his long shirt and 'rifled bar
reled firelock•• •• t The British also hated 
the borderers for they found the 'shirt-tail men, 
with their cursed and twisted guns, the most 
fa tal widow-and-orphan-makers in the world. t 

They were, they hated war. Fighting was a 
business they would be done with. and the only 
way they knew to end it was to ldll as many men 
as possible. They could then return to the real 
struggle for more and better land on which to 
raise their families and get ahead in the world. 
Their many-handedness was typioal of the times 
when a man had to be a world 'IIi thin himself I 

make a. poem, sing Ii! song I mend a gun, preach a ser
mon, shoot buffalo, Indl.ans, British, make a moo
casin or a boat, teach schoolJ but always able to 
live in the woods if need be. l 

The man who wa.s a world wi thin himself, the man who 

oould believe in himself and in the world around him, was 

not a novelty. Every nation had had i"ts translation ot: the 

pioneer or frontiersman archetype, but the Southern Appala

ohian Mountains, being unlike any other territory 1n the 

world, ha.d spawned Ii! new breed. Their forebears might have 

been from another territory, even from another country, but 

these people so believed in and had so adapted to the world 

around them that they were a new breed. 

JWill1am7 Byrd ••• dldn't like much of what he 
?ound among the backwoods settlers. He loathed, 
as Washington did later, the nights he sometimes 
had to spend in e. baokwoods cabin. The thing f 

however, that troubled him more than the physical 
aspects of the!r lives was their mental make-up.
He could not quite accept the independence of the 
North Carolinians he met along the line, even those 
of English origin didn' t seem to worry much whether 
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their babies were baptized or no. They could 
live in good content without priests, lawyers, 
or physicians, and this amazed him. Byrd real
ized he was meeting n new breed, a people who 
could with only Bibles to read, keep their 8elf
respect and feel properly religious without 
ministers. These North Carolinians were not only
physically free of the necessit,y of overmuch trade 
with England, but psychologically free. The French 
along the Santee had never had an English home, 
but even North Carolinians whose fathers ha.d 'been 
born in England, were less inclined than 'the 
Virginians to think of it as home. • •• These 
people ••• lodged justice but 'indifferently,'
and the •Court-House having much the Air of a 
Common Tobacco-House.' They had 'neither Church, 
Chappel, Mosque, Synagogue,' were •neither guilty
of hypocraoy nor superstition,' and pa.id no tri
bute 'either to God or to Caesar,' for everyone
did just what seemed 'good in his own eyes.· l 

Doing what seemed good in his own eyes and in the eyes of 

his world. both na:tural and human, was instrumental in 

transforming the mountain settler into Ii natural man. a 

being at the outset only slightly less inolined to co-exist 

wi th nature than the native IndiantJl and ultimately the 

set'tler beoame as skilled as the Indian, though he found the 

Indian far more difficult to live with than he found the 

woods and the other creatures and dangers they contained. 

Arnow·s portrait of the borderer and his skill-s, which he 

developed in order to survive, is a. detailed account of what 

must have been an amazing individual. 

• • • the skills aijd learning needed to live LIn 
the border countrV' became commonplace. More men 
learned how to use and even make the rifle, a 



must for every border household during 'the French
 
and Indian War. Moat any farmer in the backwoods
 
could help build a. log house, and more women
 
learned to spin and weave, ma.ke soap, hominy,

cook wlld meat, chum butter, a.nd all the other
 
skills needed to live as mistress of a civilized
 
household in the woods.
 

Skills alone were not enough. it is true any 
man who would survive on the border had to be an 
artist in the use of the broad ax, skinning lolite, 
scraper, hoe, froe, auger, aWl, adz, and other 
tools, but eqUally important or more so was a know
ledge of the woods. All borderera who lived as 
farmers were woodsmen. The forest was only part enemy 
to be pushed aside for cleared fields. It was for 
the Virginia or North Carolina se-,tler a vast and 
seemingly bottomless widow's barrel yielding up all 
manner of things from walink for the newborn baby's 
tea to dogwood for the weaver's shuttle- '!he set 
tler had to know these offerings, where to hung
slender hickory sapling for the corn pounder sweep,
lightwood for a hit of tar, cane stalk for the 
weaver's sleigh, a small and crooked white oak for a 
sled runner, but a straight one for a splitting maul. 
He had to know his wood--poplar for hewing and goug
ing, bu.t cedar for riving, and so for several dozen, 
what would sink and what would float, what would 
bend, and what was best for a shoe peg. He was 
dependent upon the woods around him not only for 
building materials for house, barn, fence, much of 
his fUrniture, and many of his appliances from pitch
fork to gunstock, but the woods gave him fuel, drugs,
dyes, and a good bit of food. All new-settled farmers, 
even the weal thy, had, until fence could be built, to 
use the open range fO that meat, ml1k and butter oame 
from woods pasture. 

The frontier farmer, according to Arnow, was also a 

hunter. This. of course, was of neoessity, for it meant meat 

for the family, but many of the borderera were avid hunters 

and would have preferred to hunt exclusively_ The bordarers 

readily aocepted the ohallenge of the aotivity that was far 
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more than a sport. "It demanded • • • a high degree ot 

nativa intelligence ooupled with unusually sharp senses, and 

other certain attributes--patlence, ability to jUdge dis
q1tanoe, to distinguish even minute differences in Sounda

Such activities as the hunting and the flghting--as 

they were very much a part of the living with--rather than 

In--the woods were instrumental in letting the mountaineer 

develop an affinity for his natural surroundings. Living 

in the woods required ability tha.t, even among the women and 

children, resembled instinot rather than training. 

They had had no nature study or lessons in woods
craft, but on a Monday moming they could, with no 
apparent study of the e1ther muddy or dUSty roads, 
tell all who had ridden or walked by the schoolhouse 
during the week-end, for they knew ever,y shoe print,
mule and horse "sign" in the neighborhood. They
knew the oommon names ae well as uses of s avera! 
dozens of plants, and they knew them winter as well 
as summer. One faint clink of' tit distant bell and 
they could tell whether made by a horae, cow, or 
sheep, who owned the animal and what it was doing,
grazing or sleeping or "hid-out. ft They could track 
a strayed mule or hog or cow for miles when there 
were no tracks•••• 

They no different from the young hunters of earlier 
generatIons. ranged over rough lands and were never 
lost or hurt. They deli6hted in swinging out over 
creek or river and dropping into a pool of water, 
they climbed tall trees, explored sinkhol.es, caves, 
creek pools, rockhouses, yet LSeldom wa~ a school 
ohild hurt by a fall or • • • a snake a • e and many 
of t~ b~.a started hunting alone at ten years of 
age Lwith no gun accident. Bred into them was the 
same cauion the hunter had to have. 
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They were forever cautious, they respected the
 
woods, the eavee, and the river as one respects

honorable enemies. • ., The understanding by

the young and their cunning was 1itUe compared
 
to that of the old. They knew the sky and what
 
the sunset said, a.nd the wind. • •• If one long
dead were resurrected in the dark in one of those 
now forgotten and lost graveyards he could with a 
smelling of the wind and some listening from the 
high hills know the season, the state of the 
weather, and if there were no fog or cloud between 
him and the stars, he would know the time, but he 
could never say exactly how he knew these things, 
or describe the difference in sound between a moist 
south wind and a dry one out of the east. 

The Long Hunters of almost two hundred years ago
knew a.11 suoh unteachable things. They had to have, 
too. courage wi th the caution and the cunning, and 
in addition many skills, so many that most of their 
ohUdhood play, what little there was of it, would 
have been spent in learning.! 

This mountaineer prototype rinds i te way into 

Harriette Arnow' B work in all her stronger oharaoters, but 

most frequently it is clearly revealed as the basis for her 

women characters. Not only do the spirtt of the land and 

the myth of the people who first settled that land provide 

the sources for her female charaoters, but the h.istory of the 

Cumberland and Arnow's past are filled with people whose in

fluence on her has been so great that they, reading one of 

her novels, might find themselves clearly carved into the 

pages, though bearing fiotitious names and fulfilling fic

titious roles. 

A prime example of the prototype of the pioneer woman-

Arnow's orowning characterlzation--is found in the first 
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chapter of I'lgwerW .2L ~ Cpberlmd in the account of the 

siege of Buchanan's, a torted station of settlers in Middle 

Tennessee in September of 1792, when four hundred Indians, 

Creek a.nd Chickamauga, attacked "the little settlement of 

several women and chUdren but only seventeen men. The 

attack was unsuccesrd\Ll, only one of 'the seventeen male 

settlers was injured and he through a fall rather than 

through battle wounds. While many of the men are given 

credit for saving the station, the real hero of the legend 

is a heroine_ Sarah Ridley Buchanan, called Sally, had, even 

in the thick of the fight, while endangered by bullets, gone 

from man to man with extra bullets in her apron and a bottle 

of encouraging whiskey 1n her hand.1 

A more interesting aspect of ,~Sarah than her courage 

was her size. uDifferent from most women of the old South

west who were as a rule smaller and frailer than is the aver

age woman in today's United States, Sally weighed more than 

two hundred pounds. She was of a streng'th to match her size, 

for she could stand in a half-bushed measure, pick up, and 

shoulder a two-and-one-half bushel sack of corn, or 150 
2pounds ... 

Arnow continues her description of the pioneer mountain 

woman prototype in Chapter Two of' Flowering .Q.t: ~ Qumberland, 

l Arnow , flowering, pp. 1-29. 

2Ibid .. p. 2. 
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..;.;!C~'j en:titled. "The Underpinning." This symbolic title is indica

tive of the posttion of women among the settlers" They were 

not the foundation itself. but the protection and reinforce

ment of the foundation of the settlement. The various ac

oounts are of such women as Rachel Jackson, ft'Iary Slocumb. 

and Margaret Wilson--all women who were of ind.ependent mind-

adjusting behavior considered "ladylike to the demands of the 

situation.. One woman, worried about her husband's welfare 

as he had gone to war, rode alone tor forty miles at night to 

see him and thus be reassured. Other accounts are of the 

fUll--and over-full--lives of the wives of planters and of 

women whose husbands had left them at home to go into the 

wilderness and search for new land to settle or for more pro

lific hunting grounds. l The meek. frail woman receives 

little notice, lIttle mention. She was not made for frontier 

life. The etrong-spirited, strong-minded. strong-bodied 

woman was the frontier woman. the Southern mountain woman. 

Both S~ed:time 1m the Cumberland and Flowering Q! :th! 

Cumberland were writ'ten after Arnow had pUblished her first 

novel, Mounta.in Path. One of the sources of the idea for 

them was the work she did for the Federal Writers Project 

after making unsuocessful attempts to get a second novel, 

Between the Flowers. pUblished. No doubt the other major 

sources were the living among the descendants of the women 

1Arnow, flowering, pp. jO-57. 



about whom she writes the works of social history. These 

descendants included Mollie Jane Denney Simpson, Arnow's 

mother, and indeed, Arnow herself.1 The psychology of 

proxemicB is perhaps one of the reasons ahe describes a 

principal character in Mountain Pat~ as follows. 

• • • an uncommonly large woman. • • , she was 
large, not hippy after the fashion of well-fed 
women Incities. but tall and thin and rangy with 
long loosely put together bones, and a long neck 
set under a long but well-shaped head. Her jaws 
were long and thin, so was her nose, and her chin 
long and pointed--almost pretty. Her feet • • • 
were long like the ~t of her, narrow heels, long
widespreading toes with each great toe standing a 
little apart from its smaller sisters, and seem-2Ingly enjoying a much wider range of experience. 

The woman described is Carie Calhoun, called "Mlz Lee Buck 

Corie Cal. II She is Arnow's larger-than-life woman who .finds 

her physical configuration in the latter works in the per

sons of other characterSt Suse Ballew in Hunter's Hornl 

Gertie Nevels in Ii!!. Dollmaker, and The Primitiva. who, one 

oan assume with relative assurance, is Gertie again, in i1te 

Weedkiller's Da"ghter. 

A1 though the physical aspect of this female character 

is perhaps not determined from ~1re. Arnow's experience, the 

personality and the psychology are. Part of the personaJ.lty 

and the psychology is of Harriette herself- According to 

Eokley, Harriette realized very early in life the importance 

1Eokley, p. 56. 

2Arnow , Mountain Path, pp. 33-34. 
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of the past to the elderly around her. The N ••• older 

people lived on memories."1 She drew muoh of her philosophy 

from these people. Her mother, Mollie Jane, had been a 

teaoher and could easily draw stories £rom memory or create 

them in order to entertain her children. Later. the eager 

mind of young Harriette would also draw characters and 

incidents from these stories as she would from her Grand

mother Simpson' s stories of guerrUla warfare during the 

Civil War. Mollie Jane lived acoording to the rhythm of the 

natural world around her. She loved flowers, gardening, and 

animals. She preferred natural order end natural rhythm to 

that imposed by man, the seemingly haphazard schedules that 

the Simpsons kept are easily explained. then, by Mollie's 
2love for nature. 'l'he agrarianism inherent in the abUtty 

to live without complaint and objection within the rhythm of 

nature is an outstanding characteristic of' the prinoipals 

in the Arnow novels, particularly Carie. Rie, and Louisa 

from Mounta.inPath, Milly, Suse, and Sue Annie from Hunter's 

Horn, Gertie and Cassie from The Dollmaker, Susie and her 

friends and the Primitive from The Weedkiller's Daughter. 

OccasionaLly, for contrast which reveals the "Natural 

woman" with more cla.rity, Arnow inoludes a narrow-minded 

figure who is obsessed with order imposed by man. Nothing 

l~ckley, p. 25. 

2Ibid ., pp. 20-25. 



should be wild, unkempt, or out of plaoe acoording to the 

vision of man. Such characters might have had their model 

in Ha.rriette's Grandmother Denney, a woman of the old guard 

who liked order in everything--gardens, households, sohedules, 

and people. She was a feminine woman who preferred feminine 

granddaughters, but she was denied her preference for Harriette 

and her sister, definitely potential women, were not given to 

ignoring the attraction of roaming the hilla and fields 

around them. Grandmother Denney was also strongly religious 

and mourned during the last years of her life for an unre

deemed husband who she was persuaded was SUffering the 

eternal fires of hell. Not the least noticeable of Grand

mother Denney's traits was her strong disapproval of reading 

materials such as newspapers, most magazines, a.nd many books. l 

Some of the oharacteristics of Grandmother Denney 

found their way into one of the minor charaoters in The l22ll

maker, Mrs. Kendrick, mother of Gertie, the protagonist, is 

an anomaly among the usually Pelagianistic women of the hill 

oountry. She 1s a fundamentalist, basing a.ll of the problems 

of the people upon their failure to live up to the Ten 

Commandments. rv1I's. Daly, another minor eharacter in The 

Dollmaker, Beems based, in narrowness at least, upon Grand

mother Denney. 

Chamcters are not the limi t of Arnow' s reliance upon 

lEokley, pp. 24-28. 
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the past. Indeed, the past is as much a part of her as it 

was of those elderly people whose recollections provided her 

with substance for her stories and plots for her novels. In 

the introduotion to Moun:ta~ !iU!l she states. 

Almost before I knew it, I was teaohing a one 
room school in a shut away valley near the Cumber
land above Burnside. I cannot say this was the 
realization of a dream, quite the opposite, poverty
had forced me to stop college after only two years
and start teaching at eighteen. • • • 

Thus, to the question I have many times been 
asked--where is the soene of M9untain Path-....I oan 
only answer it is a composite of places known in 
Pulaski County with possibly touohes of other hill 
oounties visited or lived in for a time. 1 

Thus Arnow was so impressed by her first teaching 

position--and the area in whioh 1twas fulfUled--that she 

made it the foundation for her firs t novel. Like this 

teaching position, Harriette's life in the hUl country, 

inclUding her marriage and her brief and somewhat futile 

endeavors on the acreage on Little Indian Creek on the Big 

South Fork of the Cumberland, finds its way into Hunter's 

Hom and into part of l2l! Dollmaker. The Detroit years in 

the housing project contributed much to The pollmaker, in

cluding suoh minor ooncrete symbols as the small plots of 

soraggly flowers and the litUe red wagon. The Detro!t life 

and the subsequent move to then rural Ann Arbor contribute 

muoh to the content of The Weedkl11er's Daughter, which is 

set in a subdivision similar to the looation of the Arnow's 
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1present Ann Arbor aereage.

Perhaps the realism and detail with whioh Arnow writes 

require the use of the past to the extent to which she re

lies upon 11;. Whether or not this is the case. Arnow's past 

and the sense of place which she has maintained throughout 

her writings, locate her definitely among Southern writers, 

among regionalists. and among pioneering writers. in both 

sub3eot matter and style. Yet, as an artist she is an in

dividual and in a class by herself, writing as only Harriette 

Simpson Arnow writes. 

In addition to details of character and setting and a 

pre-oocupation with nature, Arnow's Appalachian heritage pro

vides a third oharacteristic whioh strengthens the other ele

ments of realism in her writing, partioularly in the novels, 

it is the authentio Southern Appalaohian dialect used by 

Kentuokians. Eaoh of the four novels exhibits Arnow's abil

ity to write as people speak, even The Weedkiller's Daughter, 

set in a Michigan suburb, presents one character who speaks 

in easily identifiable Southern Mountain dialect, though she 

speaks only a few lines. ~ Dollmaker, set primarily in a 

wartime housing project in Detroit, contains examples of 

several dialects in addition to that used by the Kentuckian 

protagonists; MQuntain Path and Hunter's tl2In are freely 

laoed with the terse idiomatio speech of the Kentucky 

1EokleYr pp. 57-60. 
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highlander. This folk dialeot Is among those olassified as 

Midland whioh are spoken. if imaginary boundaries can be 

drawn, west of the crest of the Blue Ridge Mountains in 

Virginia and North Carolina, in northwestern South Carolina 

and in northern Georgia, and in southern Ohio, Indiana, and 

Illinois.1 Indeed, Hunter's Horn has been the SUbject of 

more than one master's thesis of' a lexicographical nature, 

simply beoause of the unfamiliar words used not only in the 

dialogue but also in the desoription and narration, thus 

lndicatlng that they have been at sometime in the past a 

part of' Arnow's life. 2 

The charaoteristios of the dialeot. some contributed 

by Old English, Elizabethan English, Scotoh and Irish have 

been documented in a 1931 article. I-The Language of the 

Southern Highlander, II by Josiah Combs, himself' a highlander. 

The outstanding qualities of the speech of the highlanders 

are the brevity. the idioms, and the flgurative language. 

The importance of the brevity supemedes that of granrmar and 

clarity and contributes to the stereotppe of the tall, reti

cent mountaineer who is never without his rifle which speaks 

more often than he. Yet, the brevity can sometimes be 

i He A. Gleason. An ntX'oduc ion 1Q. Descriptive Lin
fMlstiOS (Chioago. Holt. R ehart, and Winston, 19~6), pp. 

01 ...li07. 

2Ellzabeth Greear Cauthen, "A Lexioal Study of the 
Vocabulary of Part of HarrIette Arnow's Regional Novel, 
HHn:t§r', Hom," Thesis. Univ. of Virginia, 1955, pp. 1-5.5. 
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saorifioed to figurative language and idiom, l and it is the 

use of the idiom in the dialogue of her characters that 

helps give Arnow the olassifications of looal oOlorist and 

regionalist" An example of oolorful idiom taken from 

Mountain ~ occurs during a discussion of early dismissal 

from school beoause of the excellent apple-drying weather in 

the Cave Creek community. 

"Now ain't thet a pity. vie jist got two knives, one 
fer me an' one fer Mom. Pop he's been a layin' off 
tu make us a knife. but hit's like Mom a8Z. Layin'
off 1s what Pop is th' best at, 'oeptin' playin' th' 
fiddle an'--slch like. 112 

The passage, spoken by the child-woman Rie, conta.ins 

elements studied and discussed by Lester V. Berrey in the 

article "Southern Mountain Dialect." Elision, or the 

dropping of an in!tial vowel as in 'ceptin', ocours with 

great frequency, as do intrusive sounds such as the h in b!i.. 

meaning 11. and the s1 in drownded, meaning drown,d. The 

dropped final g as in Ifyln' ocours almost without exception. 

Metathesis. or the interchanging of !:!! and tt syllables 

(prefOrm for perform, geogerphy for geograph~), is a common 

ocourrenoe. Par~s of epeeoh themselves provide as much 

interest as the unusual sounds. Seemingly superfluous 

10ombs , pp. 1302-1308. 

2Arnow , Mou~~in Path, pp. 112-113. 
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compounds occur such as ghyrch hOBs. and beetl§ bug.! In 

the MountaiJl Patb soene in which she introduces herself to 

Louisa, Corle calls herself "Miz Lee Buok Corie Oal,,,2 and 

another chafaoter's wife is referred to by her name first, 

then his, when she is called "Sally Haze Cal-") Abnormal 

plurals are frequently noted, as in ~ vleedkUler's 

paughter when The Primitive speaks of birds on "their 

nesties," meaning nests, and "fence posties," meaning ;posts.4 

The authentic dialect is only one of the many elements 

in Arnow's works that affirm the realism with which she writes. 

Cleanth Brooks, in "Regionalism in American Litera't\.tre, If says, 

"If the Southern writer attempts to deny his heritage I think 

that it is very likely that he will end up writing synthetic 

works whioh have no interest as literature- If Southern 

wri tars deny their inner beings, the South can be only an 

exporter of raw materials, perhaps an exporter of manpower, 

and a consumer of imported aultural products. It 5 Arnow, who 

1tester V. Berrey, "Southern Mountai.."l Dialect, It 
Amerioan Speech, 15 (1940), 45-51. 

2Arnow, MQuntain W!l, p. )4_ 

4Arnow, ~ Weedkiller's Daughter (New YorIo Knopf, 
1970), p- 87

SCleanth Brooks, IIReglonallsm in American Literature, It 
~ourna! 2i Southern HistorY, 26 (Feb. 1960), 37. 
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has seen the South--at least the Appalachian south--export 

far too much in the way of manpower, does not deny her 

heritage. Rather she capitalizes upon it to produce novels 

not officially oalled "local oolor works," because, accord

ing to Claud Green in "The Rise and Fall of Local Color in 

Southern Literature," thOUgh local color seems to flourish 

more among Southern writers to whioh group Arnow belongs, 

the movement was generally considered to be among the 

writers or inferior works. A writer of superior fiction 

that contains local color is quickly moved into another 

sohool or studied singularly.1 Singular study 1s the case 

with Arnow. 

telaad Green, hThe Rise and Fall of Local Color in 
Southern Literature," MississiPRi QuarterlY, 18 (Winter 1964
65) t 1-6. 



Ohapter III 

THE PATH INTO THE WILDERNESS 

By and large, the women in the novels of Harriette 

Simpson Arnow are variations on a motif represented in fact 

by the pioneer woman, Sally Buchanan, the heroine of the 

siege of Buchanan's. Sally was large physically and cour

ageous and did work usually assigned to men of the station. 

Arnow's fictional women are large, if not physically, at 

least spiritually- Indeed, in realistic fiction they seem 

paradoxically larger than life, a quality of many women 

characters in American--particularly twentieth century 

American--novels. Their great size is apropos in view of 

the prototype they follow and in view of the functions of 

their roles in the novelse They, too, are courageous and 

in the novels function in a supreme role--a role usually 

reserved for the men in American fiction. 

Sally, the prototype, though she really existed, is 

herself a reflection of a motif that runs through western 

literature--the archetype of the Great Mother or its variant 

form, the Earth Mother. As Arnow describes her--blg, 

pregnant, brave--she is associated with elements Wilfred L. 

Guerin attributes to the Great Mother in A Handbook of 

Critical AQRroaches to Literature. "birth, warmth, protection, 
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fertility, growth, abundance. ttl Leslie Fiedler, in Love !!'!5! 

Death in .tb.!. Amerioan Nove:!r, claims that "no genuine arche

typal figure from the mythologies of the past ever dies, no 

matter how reviled and bedeviled, thrust do~~ as divinity, it 

will emerge as sentiment or hysteria or madness. ft2 The 

Great Mother has been represented by things Good, things 

Bad, and things Vengeful. Among twentieth century realists, 

regionalists, and local colorists, one of which is Arnow, 

the	 Great Earth Mother has been reincarnated in a realistic 

combination of the Good and the Bad. Specifically in Arnow's 

novels, the Good Earth Mother has become part of the hero 

archetype as Guerin outlines its three divisionsl 

a.	 The Quest. The Hero (Savior or Deliverer) under
takes some long journey during which he must 
perform impossible tasks, battle with monsters, 
solve unanswerable riddles, and overcome insur
mountable obstacles in order to save the kingdom
and perhaps marry the princess. 

b.	 Initiations The Hero undergoes a series of 
exorutiating ordeals in passing from ignorance 
and immaturity to sooial and spiritual adulthood, 
that is, in achieving maturity and becoming a 
full-fledged member of his social group. The 
initiation most oommonly oonsists of three stages 
or phases. (1) separation, (2) transformation, 
and (3) return. Like the Quest, this is a vari 
ation of the Death- and Rebirth archetype. 

lWl1fred L. Guerin, at al., ~ Handbogk 2! Critical 
Approaohes to Litetature (New Yorkl Harper, Row. 1900), p. 
120. 

2Leslie A. Fiedler, Love and Death in the Amerioan 
Novel 2nd ed. (1966. rpt. N~orkl Dell,-r9~, p. 29. 



c.	 The Saorifioial Scapegoat. The Hero, with
 
whom the welfare of the tribe or nation 1s
 
identified, must die in order to atone for
 
the people's sins and restore the land to
 
fruitfulness. 1
 

Arnow's fusion of the Great Mother arohetype with the 

Hero arohetype results not in the Heroine Archetype, but in 

the prototype of the Southern Appalachian pioneer, especial

ly as the elements of the quest and the initiation are con

cerned. The vision of the hardy soul of Scotoh-Irish, 

Scotch, or Anglo-Saxon extraction starting on his quest for 

a better life by following the paths and trails of initiation 

through the Cumberland wilderness, enduring both real and 

symbolic separation, at least symbolic transformation, and 

symbolic return shines through the realism of each of Arnow's 

four novels. The corona of this vision is an archetype whioh, 

because of the stature and strength of her female characters, 

is not essentially a feminine version of the Hero archetype 

but rather a feministic version. Arnow's principal women 

are strong, self-sufficient, and superior in both construc

tion and constitution to the men in her novels. Of course, 

Arnow is a woman creating women and writing about them and 

being sympathetic toward them. She 1s not, however, at the 

eame time being unsympathetic toward tha men. She is merely, 

as a realist. combining the past that she knows through 

heerln~ stories of her pioneer forebears with the past of 

1Guerin, p. 121. 
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her own personal experienoes, including her own Quest and 

Initiation into the world of the sucoessfUl novelist, to pro

vide women characters who reflect the resigned determination 

of the Southern pioneer mountain woman, the one who goes 

into the wilderness, then adjusts to the demands of that 

wilderness, and Ultimately, when the settlement is established, 

regards the area enclosed by the wilderness as wilderness no 

longer, it Is, in a sense, a return to an established home. 

The Arnow women are a. contradiotion of' the statement 

of Nona Balakian in "The Prophetic Vogue of the Anti-Heroine" 

in which she says, "Women in literature, except in the 

instances when they have broken a commandment or brought 

some miraole to pass, have traditionally been subsidiary 

figures, treated uncritically and seen more often as proto

types than as individuals.1 One of Arnow's cDowning achieve

ments as a novelist is the manner in which she employs the 

prototype and still creates strikingly individual characters 

around it. She is an author whose heroines are among those 

refleoting the change during the past three decades in the 

depiction of women from that of romantic, desirable, and 

vulnerable creatures to human beings possessing somewhat 

more substance, though her women have not become anti

heroines who lack honesty, sensibility, endurance, or 

i Nana Balakian, "The Pro~hetic Vogue of the Anti
Heroine," Soqthwetlt Review, 47 (Spring 1962). p. 1:35. 
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modesty.1 Arnow's women are Southern women, or at least 

have their origins in Southern women, but their lives do not 

conform to the image of the lives of feminine delicaoy of 

Southern women that Anne Firor Scott rightly castigates in 

her book, ~ Southe[D Lad!. From Pedestal ~ f9.1itlos 1830

WQ.. wives of small farmers, including mountain men. 

worked long, hard hours in the fields, hever having time to 

think about the supposed encroachments upon their femininity 

caused by soil. sunburn, and calluses.2 

The mountain woman is depicted in the following pas

sage from Our Southern Highlanders. 

Many of the women are pretty in youth. but hard 
toU in the house and field, early marriage,
frequent ohildbearing with shockingly poor atten
tion. and ignoranoe or defiance of the plainest
neoessities of hygiene, soon wa.rp and age them. 
At thirty or thirty-five a mountain woman is apt 
to have a. worn and faded look, with form pre
maturely bent--and what wonder? Always bending 
over the hoe in the cornfield, or bending over 
the hearth a8 she cooks by an open fire, or bending 
over her baby or bending to pick up, for the 
thousandth time, the wet duds that her lord flings 
on the floor as he enters from the woods--what 
wonder that she soon grows short-waisted and round3shouldered? 

From Kephart's record of Miss Ellen Semple's work in 

1Balakian, p. 1)4. 

2Anne Flror Soott. The Southern Lady, FTom Pedestal 
1Q. Politics 1§1Q.-12J.Q (Chioago, Univ. of Chioago Press, 
1970 ). p. xi. 

3Kephart, pp. 288-289. 
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geogra.:phlc@.l JQurnal of Lond.on in 1901, comes the following 

observation of the Southern Appalachian woman, not an 

anachronistic description even as recently as the 1930's and 

1940's in the light of Arnow's account of the separation by 

two hundred years of time of the Kentucky hill woman from 

her nearby town neighbors. "The women are almost as rooted 

as the trees. We met one woman who, during the twelve years 

of her married life, had lived only ten miles across the 

mountain from her own home, but had never in this time been 

back home to visit her father and mother. tli The isolation

ism implied here must have been strongly influential in the 

mountain woman's becoming a world within herself, and by her 

becoming a world within herself, just as the myth and mystique 

of the Southern mountain pioneer reports that he wes a world 

wi thin himself, the mountain woman created an image with 

which Harriette Simpson Arnow was sufficiently familiar to 

be able to parallel her own Quest and Initiation and from 

which she could create novels of Quest and Initiation without 

saorificing realism to parable or allegory or oomedy or 

melodrama. Doris Grumbach, in hOn Women Novelists,h remarks 

that tew women modern novelists have attempted parable or 

allegory in their work, 2 granted, the use of mere arohetypes 

does not change a piece of literature into allegory. even 

1Kephart, p. 2). 

2Grumbach. p. 200. 



the use of the Great Mother-Hero archetype alone does not 

create allegory. The forces affecting the novels of 

Harriette Arnow. however. have resulted in a faint outline 

of symbolism that is sustained throughout the four novels. 

The prototype of the Southern mountain woman is an interpre

tation of the symbol of the Matron which, according to Cirlot's 

Dictiouarx ot Symbols, has a value of mother-protector, also 

e. form of Mother...symhol. in tum reflected by Earth. Water, 

and Nature.1 The mountain woman. then. both draws her life 

from her environment and exists as a living symbol of it. 

Arnow, herself almost a mountain woman, is a. personification 

of the land of her formative years, particularly as ahe is 

infiuenced by the terrain and the Cumberland River. Thus a 

Cumberland woman. the myth of the Cumberland pioneer woman, 

the characters based on that myth. and the land of the 

Cumberland Basin itself stand in telescoped femaleness as 

each pursues a Quest, undergoes Initiation, and becomes a 

Sacrificial Soapegoat as she fulfills the feminist version 

of the Hero arohetype. 

Women in the novels of Harriette Simpson Arnow are a~l 

cut from the Bame pattern. Each of them is a personifioation 

of the myth of the hill country spirit and of the hill 

oountry itself. Each of them is a pioneer in that sha must 

1J .-Ee Cirlot, ~ Dictiona[Y g! SYmbols. trans. Jack 
Sage (New York. Philosophical Library, 1902). pp. 196-197. 
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open a trail into a new territory, she must learn to know 

that territory, and she must establish a settlement that 

operates in harmony with the surroundings of that settlement. 

Each is a Southern version of the Initiation archetypel she 

experiences separation, transformation, and a symbolic return. 

The cyole of novels, too, follows the archetype of Initiation, 

MountAiG Patb representing for the most part separation, 

Hunter's ~ representing transformation, albeit a negative 

sort of transformation, 1b! Dollmaker representing both 

initiation and transformation, and 1h! W@edklller's Daughter 

representing the return. Each novel contains examples of all 

three elements, just as each oharacter has in her the same 

elements that the others have. Each novel, taken in chrono

logical order and viewed as a separate step in the process 

of a whole, reveals its protagonist to be a better developed. 

more refined version of her predecessor. 

Louisa (Mountain Path) is the green beginner, the 

young inexperienced questioning non-conformist. Suse 

(Hunter's Hom) is a variation of the uexperienced youth. 

She is experienced in the ways of the hills but QU63tions 

them and definitely does not wish to conform to them. Gertie 

(The D211maker), a questioner herself, is not a non-conformist 

by determlna:tion but apparently by design. she oannot can'" 

form to the ways of the city. She is a personification of 

the agrarian. She wishes to return to the earth. Susie 

(The Wejdkiller's Da,aghter), the final character. one more 
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oentral than the others, 1s YO\U1g but precocious, almost to 

the point of not needing experience. She constantly ques

tions the people and philosophies to which she is exposed. 

She is a decided non-oonformist whose struggle to make peace 

with her environment does not cease entirely but does reaoh 

a plateau at which she becomes confident that she can deal 

with the obstacles. 

Non-conformity and questioning and independent 

thinking are central motifs of the novels of Harriette 

Arnow. This grows in part from the lmowledge that the hUl 

oountry eode of ethics is not the same as that of the rest 

of the atate--even of the rest of the county--of which it 

may be a. part. Indeed, Arnow t s background and her!tags 

provide either the material for her works or the soul that 

is contained within them, or a combination of the two. In 

the preface to his oritical biography of Arnow, Eckley 

states that tI ••• as a result of her realistio treatment 

of both rural and urba.n themes. Mrs. Arnow oan claim a niche 

for herself in what is commonly oa.lled the Southern 11terary 

renaissance. hi He adds that The Weed~ll1er'a Dau~htert the 

fourth novel, whioh deals with both rural and urban themes, 

but most direotly with urban themes "••• departs from the 

mountaineer motif. • • .1,2 The novel does depart from the 
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mountaineer motif on the surface but below this surface--and 

close enough to it to have a profound effect upon the develop

ment of the characters--is the spirit Of the mountaineer. 

Whether the characters are natives of the hills of Kentucky 

or of the Eden Hills sUbdivision, they exhibit a philosophy 

and an independence unique to the Southern Appalachian High

lander since the days of the early settlers. This alone 

would make Arnow a Southern author--i! nothing else did--for 

according to Dewey Grantham, Jr., in "Interpreters of the 

Modern South,'1 Southern writers seem obsessed with the past, 

the obsession, however, is not inexplicable when one realizes 

that. for the Southerner, the past 1s part of the present, 

that it is a living pasta 1 

Even as Arnow, drawing from her past, blazed trails 

into the literary wilderness to pUblish Mountain Path. her 

semi-autobiographical character. Louisa Sheridan. was blazing 

them into the hill oountry of the moonshinere. Louisa, 

twenty, fresh from her third year of study in chemical engin

eering (Indeed, that course of study 1teel! indicates her 

pioneering tendenoies.), and needing money, finds her year 

in the hills foreshadowed when she meets a mountaineer who 

oannot read and thus cannot help uar with the map she is 

studylng. but who quickly comprehends both that she is scared 

and that she will triumph. 

1Dewey W. Grantham. Jr., UInterpreters of the Modern 
South," SQuth A:tlantlg gue,rterl:V:. 63 (Autumn 1964), 528. 
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Her separation from the world she knows has begun. 

The callus on the middle finger of her right hand, put there 

by years of study and ot rank in the upper two percent of 

her olass, no longer seems the mark of achievement that 1!b 

once did. Suddenly "the ability to ride a mule countLV 

for more than an Einstein's knowledge of trigonometric 

formulae ••,1 Pioneer Lou1sa continues on her journey, how

ever, armed with intelligence and caution. Since she is not 

yet aware of the potential dangers of the new territory, she 

must also rely upon her keen powers of observation. Being 

human, she does make B. mistake when she expresses her concern 

over the possible presence of the hidden-out murderer. Chris 

Bledsoe. only to be told by the man who meets her "at the 

forks" with the mules, "I'm Chris Bledsoe.«2 Determined not 

to err again, Louisa increases her observation time and 

power. 

Arnow reveals Louisa's astuteness thrOUgh the eyes of 

the other charaoters in Mountain Path. Indeed., the motif of 

the eyes is a major one in the novel and is peculiarly 

appropriate in view of the Kephart portrait of the Southern 

Highlander. The mountain man of the feral eye has been 

trained not to betray his emotions in any way to a stranger; 

thus faoes remain expressionless and mouths speak tew words 

1Arnow , Mountain Path. p. 10. 

2Ibid •• p. 28. 



whioh even themselves lack expreseion. Because the 

mountaineer has not learned the fashionable society ooncept 

that staring is impolite, a stranger to mountain society 1s 

often annoyed by the fixed stare that acoompanies the 

mountaineer's attempt to learn of the stranger.1 

For Arnow and for Louisa, the eyes are the windows of 

the B oUl. As the characters in t10untain Path beoome more and 

more familiar to one another, they communicate freely through 

the eyes. Arnow seldom reveals a faoe in its entirety. 

Often she first shows only hair, forehead, and eyes or eye

brows and jaWline. The mountain man's first observation of 

Louisa is through her eyes, and from those eyes he makes a 

charaoter jUdgment that holds true throughout the novel. 

"Ye'll git along," he said again. uDon't be
 
highfalutin', an' don't bawl allover oreation
 
th' first time th' youngens hanker tu tear th'
 
school house down and put hit on th' roof." He
 
thrust his shoulders forward and looked down
 
into her eyes. "No need tu tell ye not tu bawl,
 
fer ye won't. Ie've got a dawg's eyes--like a
 
smart shepherd dog's--more browner."
 

"Don't women with dog's eyes cry?"
"I've heam they don't. My ole woman's got

blue eyes, an' she used tu cry when I'd go on a 
spree--' fore I j med. They say them that don't 
cry feels things th' worst. I dunno. But dog's 
eyes is pretty eyes--kinda sad. Ya're a lookin' 
that away now. Don't git skeer~d an' homesick on 
th I beginnin'. Frum fer away?" 

Arnow ocoasionally mentions that Louisa is small and 

1Kephart , p. 288. 

2Arnow , Mountain Path. p. 14. 
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that she has brown hair. but even when Louisa looks at her

self in the mirror later in the novel, ncrthing is more 

notioeable than her eyes. 

She pioked up the lamp, saw her reflection in the 
little mirror hung above the mantel, and set the 
lamp down. She could curl her hair. She had 
forgotten that. She twined a brown wave closely
behind the other 88r. She mustn't look like that. 
She tried to smile. The eyes that looked back at 
her from the mirror made her think of Chris's eyes. 
Not frightened but something else. Something that 
would not let Chris go away anf forget. something
tha.t would not let her forget. 

One of the moat oomplete Arnow descriptions of a faoe 

occurs early in the novel when Louisa ~lrst meets Chris. 

Once again the eyes, blue and piercing, dominate the passage. 

She saw that his hair was light, silver almost 
in the sunlight, but what of his face she could 
see was so tanned by the SUIl and wind as to be 
strangely dark against the lightness of his hair. 

He reached the ridge crest and raised his head 
so that she saw hi.s face, and she stood a moment 
in forgetfu.lness and looked at it. It was gaunt
with a gauntness that seemed to go deeper than hol
lowed muscular cheeks set deep below ridges of bone 
and narrow temples laced by tight cords of muscle. 
The eyes were a deep blue, with bluish whites like 
those of a child. but holding nothing of childish
ness in their expression, rather a oold unwavering
desolation, not sad, nor bitter. nor despairing, but 
filled with Borne other emotion that had come to be 
a part of the eyes, and seemed to have always been 
there, just as the eyes had always been vividly blue 
in a thin brown face. She saw the white line of his 
teeth, showing lightly between thin lips, the upper 
somewhat short with a tenderJ.cy to curl upward so 
thet the man's face seemed f1xe~ into a little smile 
until one looked into his eyes. 

1Arnow, !.'ioHntain Fath, p. )09. 

2Ibid., pp. 25-26. 



In most of the instances other than this one. Louisa. 

meets the other oharacters through the eyes. Rie, the 

daughter of the Lee Buck Calef appears first as a Dhead of 

straight. taff,y-colored hair ~n~ a pair of narrow blue eyes 

1set into a small homely, half-ohild, half-woman faoe. I • 

Louisa's thOUghts the :first night in Cavecreek turn into a 

dream of • a tall man walking slowly up a ridge side,II. • 

his head bowed a little and shining in the sunlight. He 

oame oloser and she saw that the BUnli.ght had not touched 

his eyes I they lay in a band of shadow that struggle as she 

would she oould not push away with her hand. H2 S8lll&nthetie 

Pedigo, the untamed OO1ld of the wilderness. though Louisa 

sees her feet first, is revealed as ••• two black eyes,h 

wi1d and sharp and cunning as those of a hawk, but so set 

about with a shrubbery of lash and brow as to reveal nothing 

of their shape and size. II) Samanthetie remains both wild and 

inscrutabla throughout the novel. 

'rhe motif of the eyes is also a means of measuring 

Louisa's growth throughout the novel and her involvement 

with the people in it. In Chapter IV Lee Buck Cal's eyes are 

" ••• pleasant holding nothing of the stark coldness of 

Chris's eyes, but rather ••• betokening a great good humor 

1Arnow , Mountain Path. p .. 46. 

2Ibid,. p. 55. 

3Ibid •• p.. 107· 
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to take the world and its men as he found them_ n1 Later, 

after the attack on Chris, Louisa witnesses the following. 

PTeacher with yo?" Lee Buck asked, and looked
 
quickly over the chair-back down into Louisa's
 
face - A tongue of flame brought his eyes leaping

suddenly out of the shadow, and she looked into 
them, and thought that for once the man's gaze was 
not straight and open, .but veiled and secret, 2 
shifting away to the dog and to Corie' shands _ 

Louisa.'s being aware of the eyes of the mountain 

people 1s another of Arnow's indications that Louisa is 

oonstructed from the prototype of the southern mountain 

women. Though Louisa is well-educated according to the 

academic standards of the day, she recognizes lmmediately 

that she is not educa.ted to cope with the mountain situa

tion. She does, however, possess the oommon sense that the 

legendary pioneers possessed and remains quiet and observant 

in order to learn from her surroundings. As the scout moves 

cautiously into new territory, so does Louisa. She 1s 

quick to notice when her questions or her comments cause 

pain to the Cals and to others in the va.lll.ey, and 1mmediately 

either stops her questioning or brings up another sUbject. 

Simply trom remaining quiet and listening and watching she 

learns the truth, as much of it as anyone ever learns, be

hind the feud in the Cal Valley. At the conclusion of the 

novel, Louisa's initiation is oomplete. She has gone into 

the wilderness, has been transformed, and has made her return. 

1Ibid., p. 57. 2Ibid., p. 346. 



The device that Arnow uses to indicate this return is the 

callus that 113 still on the middle finger of Louisa.' s right 

hand. 

Coria came down the spring path to meet her.. She 
led her into the big house, and set her in the 
chair with the sheep skin. Louisa. felt the cold 
now. She spread her hands to the fire, and looked 
a t them as if seeing them for the first time-
They were empty. The.t was as 1t should be. She 
stared at her hands, first the palms, and then "the 
backs. It seemed to her that they should be old 
and withered and dry, twisted and ugly as the 
Gholston woman's. But the fingers were pale and 
smooth with a faint callus on one. It had not 
gone a.way. 1It would never go away--now.

Louisa's role as teacher in the novel emphasizes her 

pioneering qualities. She has a position of leadership, of 

responsibility, possibly a. variation of the Great Mother 

archetype. Certainly the fact that she is never ca.lled any

thing bu.t It Teacher" by the mountain people indioatea tha.t she 

is regarded as somewhat a goddess, moreover as one that 

must be referred to by title or rank because of a name too 

aacred to be uttered by a mere mortal. In fact, other than 

in the narrative and deScriptive parts of the novel. her 

name is spoken only twice and she herself is the speaker 

even then. 

hven though she cannot be regarded as a deity oon

stantly she is like the highlanders whom Arnow describes as 

believing in themselves and the world around them- On the 
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first day of school Louisa discovers that her equipment is 

mea.ger. 

The door was unlocked so Louisa and her two
 
pupils went in. There was a stove, an overly

large, tall, heavy, fat~bellied monster in the
 
middle of the room, a dozen or so of seats of all
 
shapes and sizes scattered about the room in
 
every conceivable position, and that was all.
 
Louisa quelled a shiver of repulsion. The early

morning cold was not yet gone from the place, and
 
a thin sheeting of yellow dust layover the floor
 
and benohes, so that to her the little room seemed
 
fantastically ugly and dreary and dirty. It
 
seemed impossible that she must oome here day

after day for seven months, and try to teach
 
children without books or maps or pictures, with~
 
out anything in fact except a strip of painted

wall, which she supposed was the blackboard.
 

"An' look, Teacher," Rie sa.id, her arms yet

burdened with the things she had carried for
 
LouisB,"we've got recitation benohes an'
 
ever'thing."
 

She glanoed a.t the two, long, narrow, ba.ckless, 
homemade benches the child pointed to, and wondered 
what the purpose of such a bench might be, but 
was afraid to ask. Rie placed the few booka on 
one of the benches, then stepped back and surveyed
the meager pile with satisfaction. "We ought tu have 
a good school fer ye've brung plen~J tu work with," 
she said. "Last term, that Arthur Sears, he was 
too lazy tu bring a broom, an' we naiver swep fer a 
month. He didn't bring no 'rasers neither, bu.t 
this yer we've got ever'thing.1t

"So we have," Louisa said, and for some reason
 
felt hot shame and a disgust for women who pitied

themselves into forgetting that water buckets and
 
dippers and children and Cralk were the only

essential school supplies.
 

Yet, being able to combine new ideas with old and avail 

able ones, as her pioneer sources were, Louise. leads the 

children thrOUgh e. successfUl year of education, some of it 
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ftltile because of the imprisoning effects of the mountain 

cove. Nevertheless, 1n true spirit of self-reliance, she 

advances pupUa by borrowing books trom her aunt, by 

creating an unorthodox globe from the pot-bellied stove, by 

having the students and their families contribute local pro

ducts of agriculture, and most of all by throwing away her 

prescribed course of study. 

Louisa's orowning achievement as a self-reliant 

mounts.in woman occurs when she assumes the role of a Cal 

Valley woman--including both dialect and behavior--in order 

to save Chris !'rom the men who plan to kill him as he leaves 

the church after meeting. At this point she begins to feel 

deeply the initiation she is undergoing. She attempts to 

remind herself'. "This is not my life. I am preparing for 

my real life- Some day I shall live and be a success. I am 

already ashamed that I was so frightened a little while ago 

over a man who is nothing to me. But I will remember that I 

once rode unafraid in the dark and oarried a baby in my 

ams ... l And the deep sensation of the initiation she tries 

also to reject when. near the end of the term she is packing 

for the trip back into civilization, she notices the matura

tion of the child-woman Ria during the year. 

Looking at the girlt ahe noticed how she had 
grown during the winter. Breasts had appeared on 
her childish narrow chest, and some soft sadness 
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in her eyes betokened the approach of womanhood.
 
In three years she would be almost sixteen-

married in all probability--preparing tor the
 
birth of a ohild wi.1hout doctor or.. nurse. In.·.
 
three years LLouis~ herself would still be going 
to sohool, preparing for lite while this child 
stepPed deeply into it. A life ot fulfilling the 
biological pattern out out for all things that 
were female and defenseless against ignorance (and
poverty) and pain. She thought of the woman by 
the fence among the cedar trees. Life might do 
that to Ria. Bitterness and fear and love might 
warp her and twist her until she became like walking 
stone. Rie would have lived. She would never 
live. The things the woman had felt and Rie might
feel she would never know. She woUld escape it all 
by being civilized and going away. • • • 

When the ohild had gone she sat a long time 
trying to justify herself to herself. Many things 
were in favor of the self she had thought she 
wanted to be. She had a mind iit for the work 
she had planned. She knew that without being an 
egotist. She was not fitted for a life here in 
the hills. She had done her share. Her patrons 
agreed that she had taught the best school Cal 
Valley had ever known--the highest attendance, 
the only teacher Who had. taught the whole of a 
term, and who had not had a "tallin , out" with 
some parent. If she came here again to teach, and 
made of herself a teacher and nothing more t all 
the years spent in preparation for something else 
'Would be wasted. 

Louisa's initiation Is complete. As the novel ends, 

she is preparing for a return to the civilization of 

Lexington and the academic world, and she will return very 

defin1tely transformed. She thinks in the final passage t 

"She would spend the next few years of her life making Lthe 

callu~ bigger, pencils and pens and test tubes--her finger 

and a little of her brain. The rest of her would die. It 
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was dead already. Why couldn't she cry • • .? She didn't 

want to cry. She would forget them all.....dog's eyes--trumpet 

vine--poplar leaves--and woe, woe, over the hearthstones_ h1 

Louisa has followed the path into the wilderness. Her inde

pendent spirit and self-reliance have permitted her to adapt, 

for a time, to the ways of the wilderness, but ahe, like the 

pioneer scouts of history, must return to the order of the 

city and of oivilization to repprt her discoveries_ She 

returns a muoh wiser woman. 

As protagonist of the novel, Mountain Path, Louisa is 

surrounded by other women oharacters who are likewise built 

upon the myth of the spirit of the pioneer woman of the 

Cumberland highlands. While these women and child-women are 

truly southern mountain women and while physioally, eduoa

tionally, and sooially they are in strong oon'trest to the 

character Louisa, they embellish rather than oppose or con

tradiot the development of that oharacter. In s1m1lar 

fashion the Louisa oharacter puts a great deal of emphasis 

on their development and helps provide a proper framework in 

which they are revealed as variations on the Earth Mother 

moti:f. 

The physioal desoriptions alone of Coria Cal and her 

daughter Ria, and of Samanthetie PadigQ. the child-woman of 

the holler in between, provide a background of bigness and 
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bard life against whioh Louise. 1e starkly contrasted. Carie, 

the wife of Lee Buok, 1s a large woman, not small like 

Louisa. neither does she possess eyes like a dog, a.s does 

Louisa acoording to the man J eSB II Corie does no't cry. she 

teels things with the sensitlvity ot the dog-eyed person, 

but she wa.its II That is her virtue, the walting • 

Carie's daughter, Rie, is destined to be much like 

her mother and already is, to an extent, even to the d1mlnu... 

tive form of her name. StUI a.nother ch.ild..woman. Sqanthetle 

Pedigo. almost abandoned to the forces of nature, a natural 

woman in miniature. representing the innate and environmental 

intellect, is set in contrast to Louisa- She is small like 

Louisa, but does not compare in any other way. She is 

described as 

_ • • small yet seeming older than the ten or twalva 
years her size indica.ted. She appeared to be 
clothed with a single garment. a faded, ill-fitting
voluminously skirted dress of some cheap cotton 
material. Black, tangled, slightly wavy hair, grow
ing low about her ears and forehead, together with 
long black lashes and heavy low brows, gave her faoe 
a peouliarly wild, primitive appearance- Her skin 
was unnaturally dark, but whether sun or dirt made 
it eo Louisa never knew. High cheek bones, an 
aquiline noae, and fall bright red l1ps threw her 
into a fever of ouriosity as to what her visitor's 
lineage might be. 

She looked slightly Spanish, more Italian, and 
there seemed a dash of Indian about her nose and 
forehead. Perhaps. two hundred years ago an Italian 
had married an Indian Squaw and given his features 
to a child who had in turn married a Spaniard. Per.. 
haps she was Turkish. she looked.t it. But were 
there ever any Turks in Kentucky? 
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Samanthetie's physical description directly parallels 

her symbolic function in the novel and for her the parallel 

1s much more oomplete and obvious than for the other woman 

in the novel. Louisa's questions as to Samanthetla's 

genealogy are not used merely to further the narrative. 

Samanthetie is a mystery woman. a juvenile and yet not 

juvenile version of the archetype of the Dark Lady. 

Samanthetie's unnatural darkness is a suggestion that she 

possesses what Leslie Fiedler in Love ~ Death !n The 

AmeriCan NQvel calls "that primal power bred out of ladies 

by civilized life."l (Indeed, Rie says that Samanthetie 1s 

"'teetot'ly unceev11ized.·,,2) Fiedler. ha.ving used this 

phrase in reference to the dark, mysterious. voluptuous 

ladies in works of nineteenth century romanoer Nathaniel 

Hawthorne and his contemporaries. meant that primal power 

only 8.S full erotic sexuality- 3 For Samanthetie, the primal 

power is still one of sexuality. but it is no longer erotic. 

She is a natural woman. the Earth Mother in a sense, even 

within the body of an adolescent. and that primal power bead 

out of other women by civilized life is her understanding of 

her environment and of the wilderness - She is like the 

lPiedler, p- 295. 

2Arnow, IvlQuntain Path, p. 105

JFiedler, p. 295



manifestations of the power of nature in that she does not 

take eides in the feud. She has no time tor ha.ting beca.use 

her woman's life is too full of the tilling and husbandry 

tha.t are part of farming. She is even a natural huntress, 

she herself trees a wildcat, her only weapons being her 

fathere s skinning lmire and her own strength and stamina. 

The chase even involves literal bodily combat between 

samanthetle and the cat. As a natural woman Samanthetle Is, 

of course, naturally mature. She, the unschooled, possesses 

the ability to teach the teacher, the highly educated, in 

that she knows the baokground of the feud and when lying is 

a necessity and e. virtue rather than a sin. The maturity of 

this half-wUd child-woman beoomes one of the factors in 

Louisa's initiation, too. The episode involving Sarnanthetie's 

visit to the school house during the lunch hour when Louisa 

offers her the cold fried apples is one of the steps in that 

initiation. 

Louisa thOUght about sugar. She did not remember 
ever having done so before. Heretofore it was 
something one always had and thOUght nothing of. 
One took It cube or spoonful or cupful, and If 'the 
reoeptaole were empty it would be filled. Sugar,
she saw, could be important. Its long forgotten 
sweetness was giving this child pitiful delight.
She looked at Samanthetle scraping the last of the 
apples from the oup, and her emotion was not one of 
pity, but of respect. Respect for a dirty child 
in a single rag was an unpleasantly disturbing thing.
This child, unlike a million others out there in the 
would, unlike herself perhaps, loved sugar but could 
live without it. And more important still--live 
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without asking for it t without selr...p.i'by
because she did not have 1t.1 

This ragged child lapses aiain into mountain woman 

wisdom when she, having explained that ttpore_do," meal gravy 

made with water, is the emergenoy measure taken when the 

family larder is lacking nour. ceases her discussion of 

gritted bread, another substitute for the produot made with 

nour, and looks at her hands, It ••• not as a chUd would 

look, but like an old woman in deep trouble. 112 Then tact

fully ahe counsels Louisa, whom she too oalls "Teacher,1t to 

react to questions about Chris as if in i.gnorance of his 

presence in the valley. Samanthetie is aware of the ways of 

the hills and of the peculiar ways of the people in Cal 

Valley. 

Rie Ca.lhoun, a somewhat tamer child-woman than 

Samanthetie. is no less attuned to the forces of nature and 

the cha.racteristics of the hill country. When the stove 

used to take the mountain early morning chill from the 

schoolhouse falls because of Louisa's momentary fit of anger, 

it is Rio who realizes that the students wUl be very cold 

before the sun touches the sohool grounds to warm them and 

who suggests that they tt'ketoh hit on the ridge-. n 
) She 

1Arnow , Mountain Pat!" p. 136. 

2Ibid ., pp. 137-138. 

J1bid •• p. 166. 
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counters Louisa's protest by saying, "'We lt1n have school on 

th' rocks up thar. Hit'll warm: us a. walk1n', an' we kin 

gether fa.t pine and chestnuts on th' waY't·,1 Louisa recog

n1zas Rie' s innate abU1ty to educate those around her--in

eluding the adults who are not of the hUt country-...and 

often yields to her suggestions as to the appropriate things 

to do. 

Muoh of this natural teaohing abUtty grows out of 

Rie's inventiveness. She is. after all, the daughter 0'£ 

Carie, who ie herself creative enough to make Christmas 

cookies in the shapes of stars. bells. and Santa Clauses 

from paper patterns because she has no cookie cutters. Riels 

crowning a.chievement is the creation of a globe of the world 

from a.vaila.ble materials i those being the pot-bellied stove 

in the center of the schoolhouse and the box of colored 

chalk available to the students. 

Rie was usually quiet for the remainder of the 
afternoon, but ever and anon her eyes would stray 
to the lower of the fat black bellIes of the stove, 
then away to a box of colored chalk by the black
board. After a time she raised her hand, tfTea.cher, 
th' stove's round." 

nYes, ,. Louisa agreed with no inkling of what lay 
in store for the stove. 

"An' one e. them thar globes is round, an' me an' 
you an' Lander kin draw, an' th' ohalk's got
colors," She stopped, seeing no need to say more. 

5eflect1ng here the mountlineer tra!t of refraining
from unnecessary disoour8y 

Louisa gasped a little, but after all Ria was
 
Cor1e l s child and Corle had made a spittin-proof
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s-tirrer. "Just what do you. mean?" She had asked, 
wishing to give the young inventr,ess full soope. 

"! mean tu make us one a them globes on th' 
stove. We won't be uein' hit fer a. spall, an' the' 
door kin be sommers we won't tawk about. We could 
put Somex-se1: County on th' behind whar hit's nioe
an' shiny. ,,1 

Even such activity as this ls not sufficient for Rie. 

who prevails upon a pumpkin from her father's lower corn 

field to serve as the sun because it Is .. •••• round an' 

she's yaller, an' she kin oome up an' go down' ,,,2 Finally, 

being persuaded by Louisa that the world goes around the sun 

rather than the sun around the world, she leads the group in 

a compromise that eohoes the mountaineer's resigned acoep

tance of things in Nature that cannot be changed. o'We'll 

leave hit this away til we haf tu have a fire, then we'll 

make a punkin world, an' th' stove'll be th' sun ouz hit'll 

nJbe hot l • Rie, ostensibly to express the philosophy of Lee 

Buok, but in reality to express her own resigned attitude. 

says. in an effort to oomfort a cousin upset about the dis

agreement in Cal Valley, "'Quit yer wh1nnlin'. Mable- Hit's 

like Pop says, folks wuz born fer fun en' trouble. an' 

they'g no use tu let neither one git yo down' ."4 

The physical desoription of Rie's mother, Corie, 

definitely an outgrowth of the prototype of the Southern 

21Ibid., pp. 101-102. Ibid' t p. 102. 

:;Ibid •• p. 103· 4Ibid • t p. 170. 



mountain woman,'· neatly but emphatically underscores the 

psychology of her development. Along with he~ unusual 

stature goes what Arnow as third person limited narrator of 

IgW1.lcain .m.ih in the person of Louisa views as follows I 

"Corie might be nothing more than a long brown barefooted 

woman 1n an ill-made ootton dress, but she had a natural 

dignity and reserve that Louisa, accustomed only to the dig

nity that comes of heroic oorseting or much learning or 

money, respeoted too muoh to attempt to violate_ n2 Corie's 

physical strength and dignity are paralleled by a spiritual 

strength unsurpassed by any other woman in Cal Valley and 

they all, inclUding Louisa, suffer the effects of stilling, 

the Calhoun men's aotual oocupation. 

When that old trouble happened breeding hatred 
strong enough to stamp ohildren unconceived at 
the time, Corie had lived through it. She lived 
now, troubled every day, perhaps, for Chris and 
Lee Buok and their still. Yet she tended cows 
and pigs and children and chickens and laughed at 
times. If, as Louisa had seen her do once or 
twioe, she lapsed into stony, oold-eyed silence, 
ahe wou1.d not stay that way but get up quickly
and go singing about some piece of work. She did 
not forget her troubles and fears, for Louisa 
knew without Samanthetie's telling her that people
here forgot nothing, she only laid them away in a 
corner of her mind where they were not easily 
stumbled upon.) 

Corie's worry about the stilling activities of Lee 

2Arnow , Mountain Path, p. 97.
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Buck do not keep her a. clinging vine wife. She is ever 

alert to opporttlnities for him and even reminds him, wisely 

and tact:fully, to turn the disaster of the collapsing 

schoolhouse stove into an economio advantage for himself 

and his famUy by selling some of the illioit liquor. Her 

function a.s a form of the Great Mother, or perhaps even as 

an agrarian goddess, is illustrated in Louisa's evaluation 

of her as an almost omnisoient being. 

Corie could read people as she read weather signs 
at sunse't or in a oow's teats. She did it uncon
sciously. When Louisa came from school, tired, 
and short-tempered, burdened with loneliness and a 
growing fear for Chris, Corie seemed to know and 
did not bother her with words J but made the ohildren 
be quiet or sen! them immediatelY away to the barn. • 
• • Gradually (poulsy would feel better and talk 
wi th the older woman, who was always willing to talk 
but understood well enough when to keep silent. She 
1earned things from Carie she had never found in 
books•••• 
Louisa had never been grateful f-or anything, but 
from Corie she learned gratefulness and thankfulness 
for all things I dry wood, rain when the spring was 
low, cold snaps that oured up colds and made a spell 
for killing hogs sunshiny days, snowy days {they 
meant good crope ~, hard frOf:en bare ground for it 
was then that the children dld not wet their feet 
or ruin their shoes. Without being a pessimist 
Corie expected the worst of all possible combinations 
in all things, and as f result was eternally grateful
for some little thing. 

The tha.nkfulness w1th which Corie regards the benefi

cenoe of nature becomes sincere charity when she herself is 

the benefactor as in the case of the Christmas package for

warded to Louisa's relatives in Lexington. This beneficence 
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extends to Corie's revelation of Christmas customs and folk

lore to her family and Louisa for entertainment as she never 

once forgets to perform what Lee Buck considers woman's work, 

milking the oow. Corie, as an example of the prototype of 

the Southern mountain woman, displays a kinship with nature 

and the land, a resigned acceptance of the aspects of her 

existence that cannot be ohanged and a determination, per

haps a deliberate, methodic one, to correct those that can, 

and an astounding ability to wait. She represen'tB all 

mountain women in this sense, or at least those mountain 

women who are married to distillers of illicit moonshine. 

"Ye're a woman," Corie said, and paused to
 
listen :for a moment, "an' women has th' hardest
 
work uv all. An' that's 'ttl' waltin' • •Pears
 
like abl my life I've been a waitln' ••••
 
When I wuz leetle an' &~w died seemed like I
 
wafted forever tu grow up. • • • Now I've
 
wafted nine months six times fer ohl11em tu
 
be born. An' ever' time wuz hard. • • • An'
 
three I've set an' watched an' waited while
 
they died. Me a knowin'. Not a hopin'. Jist
 
a \fiR!tin'. • • • That wuz hard. II • • • •
 

"An' so many nights I've set gn' waited fer
 
Lee Buok tu come home. Not knowin' ever'thing-

but something like tu-night. 1I1
 

The ability to wait is made more noble beoause the 

woman who waite must do so alone. Even the nobility of walt 

ing eJ.one Is embellished by the lmowledge that there is a 

reason to worry. In this case, both Corie and Louisa know 

that the cava in whioh Lee Buok's still is located is to be 
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attacked by men informed by people from "the other encl." 

Corie's u.tter aloneness in this situation 1s underscored by 

her two quotations that reveal complete rejection of her 

sister, now married to one of the sworn enemies. Corie re

veals the relationship to Louisa who is unaware of it. 

"lilaw died when I wuz 11ttle. I wuz th t baby 
one. When Paw married agin I lived most a th' 
time uth fdolly 'til I wuz old enough tu marry.
Her man wuz allus a wlld'un. He hated Lee Buck 
e' en when he come a tawkin' tu me. Molly, pore
soul, cud allus see both sides, a holdin' fer 
her man an' her own blood kin e.t th t same time." 

"You and her are relations. then?" 1"Didn't she tell ye ••• ? We was sisters ... 

The was in that sentence carries an implication of 

severance, which gets the ultimate sense of finality, of 

re3ection when Corie reveals Samanthetle's visit to throw 

the rock attached to the note of warning. 

"She throwed th' rook, and walked off intu 
th' woods. I went out an' picked hit up. Hit 
had a piece a paper tied 'round hit. Hit said
 
in her that was my siB~er'6 handwritin', 'Tu

night they're comin'."
 

The mountain woman 1s self-sufficient, self-reliant, inde

pendent. creative, patient, and most of a.ll. alone. 

Corie, Samanthetie. and Rie all provide the framework 

withIn which to view Louisa as an off-shoot of the prototype 

of the Southern mountain woman. They provide, within the 

novel. development of the narrative, unfolding of the plot. 

and extremely important local color detail. Their prim!tive 

1Ibid .. p. 319. 
2Ibid., p. :338. 
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mountain customs and mores and manners contrast greatly with 

the highly remined, highly polished ones of the insecure 

Louisa whose initiation each of them helps bring about. Rie 

is the ohild-woman to whom Louisa brings some knowledge of 

the world outside but from whom she absorbs a knowledge of 

the paradoxical oombination of the fierce pride of the hill 

oountry people and their unflagging pragmatism. Samanthetie 

is the device through whom Louisa learns to lose her self

pity. Corie, of course. the tall, larger-thall-life woman, 

is the primary figure in Louisa's initiation. She, drawn 

much more oompletely and. more :fUlly than any of the other 

oharacters. except louisa, is the strength of her famUy,1 

the worker of the land, and the guide for her husband who is 

known, because he is a man, to be living in sin and is ex

pected then to take part in such activities as playing cards 

and fiddling. She is the one who teaches Louisa to wait, 

thus she becomes a Mountain woman counterpart of Louisa. 

Louisa ventures into the unkno\Y.n territory when she 

goes into Cal Valley, she discovers there cares and responsi

bilities and. she has not known before, serious cares and 

responsibilities involving the immediate welfare of her fel

low man rather than the long-term welfare to be improved by 

some innovation in chemical engineering. Corie ventures into 

unknown territory each time she a1ts by the fire waiting. 
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each time Lee Buok leaves to work the stUl. Author Arnow 

createa in both LouisR and Carie the strength to conquer the 

unlmown no mat1:er how much they may be changed by it. The 

full impaot of the waiting strikes the reader of MounBm 

Path in the scene where Louisa. realizing that Corie knows 

that the men are coming, and wanting to get word to Chris and 

Lee Buck says, "·Corie. can't we go when we know. I can't 

s1there, and--_ fl
' and Carie replies. "'Yes. ye can. I cant ...1 

They do. 

Louisa 1s not alone in her journey into the wUderness. 

Indeed. all of the major characters in Arnow's novels venture 

into the unknown territory. and the charaoter most closely 

comparable to Louisa of MQuntaln ~ is Gertie Nevels, the 

heroine of Xllil Dollmaker. The character Gertie, coming two 

novels later in the series, is of course. more carefully 

developed with more detaU and more polish, but a comparison 

of the earlier character and the Istel' one is !nevitable. 

Ju.st as Louisa, when she goes into the Cumberland Highlands 

to teach. goes into unknown territory. Gertie, when she takes 

her family from the South Central Kentuoky hUls to join her 

husband in the wartime housing project in Detro!t. goes into 

lEi new territory. l'he fact that the 11teral movement is 

directly opposite that that Louisa takes. from hills to 01 ty 

rather than :from city to hills. does not a.lter the fact 1:hat 

1Arnow, Mountain ~, p. 340" 



each is equally a wUdemess to the protagonist. Each woman 

must ad.3ust to strange sounds. unfatdliar beliefs. and 

ecoentrio behaviors. The silence of the mountain valley is 

overwhelming and. disoonoerting for Louisa, as are the ories 

ot animals and the dialect of the people. For Gertie, whereas 

the sounds of nature and. the Kentuoky hill accents are re

assuringly familiar, the 'froar of the tastthrough train 

5nril its screeohing wh18t1e,,1 are frightening. No less com... 

forting are the Midwestern aocents of the people heard 

through the thin walls of the apartment and the sounds of men 

departing for work at midnight and the fizz of the after...work 

beers of the neighbor women who work the three-to-twelve 

shift. 

Both Louisa and Gertie are wamed to listen and learn. 

although in Louisa' s case the warning is in the vernacular 

of' the Mountain Path hill country I 

1I1"h • only thing. tI he said after examining each 
knuckle, "1.f'n so much ez two hawgs glt ~to a 
fight don't take sides with neither one." 

For Gertie, the instructions are to adjust. She hears 

it first from the teachers of har children. 

The widely opened door into which Gertie had
 
backed was closing. She turned determinedly
 
ba.ck to the room. "1' d better help her out a
 
all th!=l t rlggen."
 

l Arnow , The DQllmaker (New York' Maomillan. 1951J·). 
p. 179. 
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t'We'11 teaoh them that, she f 11 adjust, ft Miss
 
Vashinskisald, with e. big bright smile on her
 
bright red mouth and an uneasy glance toward the
 
room where Mrs. White' s voice sounded thinly

above the ever inoreasing babel.1
 

The spllt oak 'basket, one of the final links with the former 

1i£e, is a device that Arnow uses to trace Gertie's learning. 

Even her own children are insistent that she adjust. 

The children stood waiting in a silent little 
huddle aga.inst the coal house, which gave some 
sheltar from the keen-fingered north wind. Clytie
frowned on the 'basket, whispering, "Mom, I don't 
think people up here carx-les basketsa" But Gertie 
only pressed the basket against her as she stood by
the telephone pole and looked about her. The sky, 
unlike the skies back home, told her nothing. Was 
it the eVen gray of clouds, of smoke, a o1.oudy dawn, 
or a oloudy sunset? It seemed early,ve2Y early, 
more like milking time than sohool time. 

Those who seem to assure her the.t she and her ohildren wUl 

adjust do so with a noticeable irony; for they speak their 

soothing phrases whUe obviously admiring the unadjusted oak 

basket. 

"Are you sure you don't mind leaving the basket 
I gUess it's an heirloom, It the teaoher said. 

Gertie smiled. "I've left four youngens here. 
I oughtn't to mind leaven a old split basket." 

I. They'll be all rlght," the man said. .. They
wlll..._ 1t now he didn't seem himself at all, but was 
like Miss Vashinski--"adjuat. This school has many
ohildren from many places, but in the end they
all--moat--adjust, and so will yours. They're
young."

tJAdjust?1t One empty hand pulled e. :finger of
 
the other empty hand.
 

1Arnow , The Dollmaker. p. 193· 

2Arnow • ~ DQllmaker, p. 18J. 
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"Yes, .adjust, learn to get along, like it-...
 
to be like theothe,rs--learn to want to be like
 
the others." 

"Oh." She pond.ered, looking down the hall- 
ugly gray--and at the chUdren laughing in the 
doorNay, then turned to him with a slow head
shake. "I want 'em to be happy" but I don't know 
as	 I want em to--to--"
 

nLeastways not 'too goOd. H1
 

Gertie's enthusiasm for living as the wishes to re

sults then in her "adjusted" philosophys "We've all got to 

live together. ,,2 with more emphasis on the live than on the 

:together-

Both Louisa and Gertie. beoause they a.re instructed to 

listen and learn, begin to question the injustices they see 

in	 the lives and in the treatment of the people around them. 

Louisa questions the applications of laws made outside the 

hill country to the hUl country people and their behaviors. 

By all standards that had been set u.P. for 
her out there in the world Chris was unoivilized 
and lawless. Yet to himself and those who mew 
him he was a lawfUl man. She caught glimpses of 
something deeper than words written on paper by 
other men oalling themselves legislators. Chris's 
laws ware of the hill law, older than the modern 
mechanism of law, rooted in freedom and 11ving in 
people rather than in 'books. Chris and Lee Buck 
and Corie and others ot their kind, she knew with 
the same certainty the.t she knew her name, would 
not steal or fail to give a guest the best their 
place afforded. They would not lie except in 
connection with such things as moonshining, neither 
would they be .friendly wlth an enemy or forget to 
hate one they had determined to hate. They sent 

1Arnow, lhl Dollm~kK. p. 196. 

21b1d., p. 460. 



their chUdren to school because they wanted to, 
and not because of a state law they had. never 
heard of. l 

Gertie finds herself shuddering at the prejudices, 

slurs. and slanders exhibited and bandied about from neigh

bor to neighbor 1n the housing projeot. She becomes pain

fUlly aware of' the unequal and inhuman treatment of the 

Flint plant workers by the parent company and of the under

handed dealings of both management and labor in efforts to 

gain control. She discovers a union code of laws that 

resembles in ma.ny ways the code of the hUls--the same 

people who would share their last crust of bread with their 

likewise destitute neighbors would not hesitate to resort 

to violence in dealing with those who exploit them. 

Louisa end Gertie trace the arohetypal initiation 

very closely. Their listening and learning and questioning 

contribute to their transf)rmations but do not operate inde

pendent of the loss of a loved one to the new surroundings. 

Louisa loses Chris to the environment of the hills as a 

resul t of the code of the hills. Chris himself is not from 

Cal Valley, but from a plaoe high on a ridge- A gTeat pas

sion of his is to 'be able to "eee off." Because he dies in 

the cave still. however. Chris Is denied his greatest wish. 

Gertie's loss is of a relative. a daughter. but the parallel 

works in all other situations. Cassie, the younger daughter 

1Arnow , Mountain Path, p. 124. 
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not yet able to read because of her poor vision, possesses 

an ever...active imagination and, in her own way of seeing off, 

oreates playmate Callie Lou who. along with Gertie, appre

ciates Cassie's creativity. 

Cassie sat on the block of wUd cherry wood, as 
quietly as she was ever able to sit, wiggling,
giggling, Whispering. Gertie looked at her 
st~rnly until she sat unconsciously still, her 
th1n legs, that looked even thinner above Enoch's 
last spring's shoes, held carefully straight and 
still by the block of wood, her arms folded over her 
stomaoh, her hair, the color of corn silk. escpaed
from its braids and fallen across her bright dark 
eyes, laughing now1in spite of the prim straight
ness of her mouth. 

The child is never still, always creating, and seldom 

conforming. or as the teacher in the school near Merry Hill 

would say, "adjusting." Beoause Cassie continues to talk to 

Callie Lou--even when the others think she Is alone, they 

begin to think her behavior unusual and detrimental, to them 

if not to her. Gertie informs Cassie that there is no Oal1ie 

Lou, much against what her own creativity dictates. The 

machine. which seems ever to be the enemy of Gertie. a per

sonifiestion of oreativity and original!ty. is partly respon

sible for Cassie's death. She dies after her legs are 

severed by the wheel of a moving boxcar under which she is 

sheltering Callie Lou. Gertie's shouted warnings to her are 

futile, unheard above the roar of an airplane on a landing 

a.pproach. Cassie never realizes that both Gertie and the 

1Arnow , ~ Dollmaker, p. 41. 
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children who play- in the alley want her to be able to keep 

Callie Lou. Louisa and Gertie share the frustration that 

oomas with not being able to provide for a loved one the 

thing that he wants most. 

Likewise, Louisa and Gertie share the independent 

resistanoe to adjustment to the new surroundings, though 

Louisa's attempts at resisting the environment are quickly

reversed. She eventually appreciates the mores and oustoms 

of the hill folk; she resists until she is beaten, however, 

the resignation to the lack of communication, ultimately, 

the intense hatred of one end of Cal Valley for the other. 

The nights of weiting and. the loss of Chris defeat her, and 

her transformation is complete. Louisa can claim for her

self conclusion to the prooess of initiation. she cab make 

her return. The callUS on the middle finger of her writing 

hand has not gone away. The link with the past is still 

there. 

Gertie, lese fortunate than Louisa, must struggle 

against the world ot cramped living quarters. regimentation, 

clocks. assembly lines, and maohines. She, whohas always 

lived olose to the la.nd. who indeed even seems a. part of it, 

faces a more naturalistic version of the return-

The hard wh.1te light overhead hurt her eyes and 
made a shadow on her work. The night sounds of 
Detro!t came between her and the thing in the 
wood, but worse than any noise, even the quivering
of the house after a train has passed. were the 
spaces of silence when all sounds were shut away 
by double windows end the oardboard walls, and she 
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heard. the tioking of' the clock. louder it seemed
 
than any clock could ever be. She had never
 
lived with a clock since leaving her mother's
 
house, as.1n ber .own time had been shaped by the
 
needs of the land and the animals swinging
 
through the seasons. She woUld sit, the knife
 
.forgotten in her hands, and listen to the seconds
 
ticking by and the clock would become the voice
 
of the thing that ha.d jerked Henley trom the lend.
 
put Clovis in Detroit, and now pushed her through
 
days where all her work. her mea1f' and her sleep
 
were bOBsed by the tioking voioe. 

Gertie's resista.nce to change is swmned up quite well again 

in e. statement she makes to her eon Reuben's teacher, who 1s 

irritated at Reuben'S failure to adjusts P'But he can't hep 

th t way he's made. It's a. lot more trouble to roll ou't 

steel--an make it like you want it than it 113 biscuit dough·.tt2 

Gertie longs to return, but unlike Loui.sa who makes the 

journey back into the aoademic world. she never gets back to 

the Kentuoky hills. Yet she does return--as a minor but 

influential character in Arnow's latest novel, The Weed

killer's D~ughter--to the land. She is never referred to as 

Gertie, but she iSl oalled ttThe Primitive" and Mrs. Nevels, 

and the explanation of her acquls1 tion of the land in the 

Eden Hills area Is consistent with the pattern of Gertie I 

• • • the woman had bought the land years and
 
years ago, either during or just after World
 
War II. Shetd lost a relative in an accident,
 
a lawyer • • • had read or heard of the acci

dent, and got for her severnl thousand dollars in
 

tArnow, The Dol1make~, p. 199· 

2Ibid •• p. 324. 



damages. Her children and her husband. some 
kind of skilled factory worker, had not wanted 
to go back to their old home ln the. .souta. So 
she had bought land up here Lin Michlgan/' she 
had wanted a place with "little hills If 1 can't

1have big hills." they said she had said. 

She makes her return by settling for what, to her. is second 

best. 

Eaoh of the four major women characters in the novels 

of Harriette Simpson Arnow makes her own journey into the 

wilderness. Likewise do some of the minor characters. The 

initiation motif requires it--and the study of the prototype 

of the southern mountain pioneer woman also requires itl of 

the four major charaoters. however. the movement into the 

wilderness is most obvious in Louisa of Mountain Path and 

Gertie of The Dollmaker, and through them, the initiation 

motif, the exploration phase of the southern mountain pioneer 

has its greatest impact. 

tArnow, The Weedkiller's Daughter, p. )06. 
~ 



Chapter IV 

THE STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE 

Hunj'f'fjI Horn, the second novel of the Arnow series 

and a more aocomplished work,1 contains the oharacter Suse 

Ballew, who oompares to Louisa without being her direot 

parallel. SUBe is literally part of the territory that is 

being explored by Louisa. Though she does attempt blazing 

trails of her own, SUBe never makes it into the new terri

tory, the city that for Louisa is old territory, and the 

figurative journey is unplea.sant, taking her into an 

emotional. economic. and sociologioal wilderness that is a 

veritable prison, even a death, that prevents her making the 

literal journey out of the hollow on Little Smokey Oreek. 

She, in true southern mountain woman fashion. nevertheless, 

struggles with the literal. emotional, economio, and social 

environment in order to reach an agreement with it in an 

effort to live--or perhaps merely to exist. 

In this sense, Suse of Hunter's Hom is comparable to 

Gertie of The Dollmaker, for Gertie struggles with the same 

parts of her wilderness. She, so at home with the land, in

deed a personification of the agrarian spirit, struggles to 

adjust to the barren Boil of ethnocentrism and the choking 

underbrush of too-crowded living and the seemingly 
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impenetrable forest of technology. She too. leams to 00

exist, even though it is a somewhat resigned existence. 

In the physical sense, SUBe and Gertie al:'e much more 

nearly parallel than is Louisa to either of' them. They are 

both big, raw-boned mountain women who; are capable of doing 

men's work. Yet they are oomparable to Louisa, too, in 

philosophy, a. part of Which is their astute observance of the 

impossible, inescapable plight of the mounta.in woman. Their 

struggle continues, nevertheless. 

The dominance and superior!ty of the woman in the 

novels of Ha.rriette Arnow extend even to the females of the 

lesser speoies of' the anima.l kingdom. In Hunter's Hom, the 

protagonist family possesses two pedigreed hounds that are 

trained to hunt foxes, most particularly the antagonist fox, 

King Devil. The pups, a male named Sam and a female named 

Vinie, are both exoellent fox hounds, Vinle. however. seems 

to dominate the pair in intelligence, determination and 

capability. Sam fa.lls into an icy spring and almost dies 

from exposure, though treatment by a veterinarian pulls him 

through. V!nie, having avoided the spring through innate 

caution, receives compliments while Sam receives the treatment. 

I1That's a pretty thing, now," he said, .ta pure 
White. pure-blooded hound...-don't know as I ever 
saw one before. tl 

uShe's got a li.ttle dusten 9. red, iii Nunn said, 
trying to act unooncerned about Vinie's beauty,
but Vlnie understood at once that here was a man 
who knew what a pedigree waSt and so went into her 
prettiest poses. She sniffea the floor just enough 
to show how pretty she was with har nose down and 



her white ears dangling by her black eyes, then
 
she tossed back her ears like a child pushing

hair out of her eyes, and looked a.t him and showed
 
her fine face and the dainty way she had of
 
standing lifted on her toes, as if she spurned

the ground, and when he said, "Fox-footed," she
 
understood his admiration, and all unafraid began
 
to investifate the stethoscope with one paw and
 
her teeth, 

It is Vinie who hunts, fI, • , as ever, for fox scent.,,2 

though she is not alone in the eventual subjugation of King 

Devil, who, consistent with the pattern of all the stronger 

Arnow characters, turns out to be Queen Devil. a vixen, Con

sistent also with the illustrations of the life of the 

mountain woman in a society in which the man is the head of 

the household is the fate of Queen Devil, The vixen .iJs 

pregnant and at ternh As ~1illy Ballew listens to the cries 

of the hounds she hears ", , • Sam's wild cry, more a vicious 

snarling bark than a hunting bay , • • rising above Keg 

Head's voice and then the thud of animal bodies in the soft 

earth of the cornfield, Viole yipped once, as if in pain, 

but Sam was snarling •••• u) Whatever Vlnie's reason for 

yipping in pain. it can symbolically be interpreted as an 

expression of sympathy, especially in contrast with Sam's 

superior conquering snarl. Milly, on discovering the gender 

IHarrlette Simpson Arnow, Hunter's tl.Q.m (New York' 
Macmillan, 1949), pp. 117-118. 

2Ibid. , p. 28). 

J1b1d • , p. 395. 
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of the long-time red foe, says, "'Pore thing • • • Pore 

thing, lft n she hadn't a been a vixen they'd never a caught 

her ...•t 

Another ironio illustration of the plight of mountain 

women occurs in the juxtapositlon ot two parte of the narra

tive in Chapter 33. the one sUbsequent to the account of the 

death, funeral. and burial of Lureenie, the woman who had 

escaped from the hills into the city but who had been forced 

to return pregnant and without means of support for herself 

and her ohi1dren because her husband is in a Cinc1nn.ati jail. 

Nunn Ballew is ruminating the discussions conducted during 

some recent gatherings. 

Jeremiah had tried again to dioker with Nunn for 
Lthe pup!!! but had received such scant encourage
ment that old Andrew Mclellan, that day visiting
the Tuckers and reputed to be the stingiest man in 
the oountry. suggested that Nunn breed Vlnie to Sam 
and sell her pups to him and the Tuckers--he would 
pay $30 for two. Nunn only grunted at that. he had 
no wish to breed Vinle, and each time she was in 
heat, he went to no end of trou~leto keep her 
from getting in the family way. 

In this manner. Vinie fares better than do her human 

oounterparts. No m.an bothers to go to no end of trouble to 

keep hie wife from getting in the family way. Moreover, the 

women are pawns of their own beliers, of the teachings of 

the hills. Milly's thoughts as she disoovers that she, still 

1 Ib1d •• p. 395·
 

2
Ibid. , p. 345· 
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10unger 'than thirty, is pregnant for the seventh time, are 

extremely pessimistic. 

Milly never scolded £Sus!? at such times, poor
child, soon enough would come the time when not 
just her body was tied down by work, but mind, too, 
with troUbles and worries--it seemed sometimes 
like God raade women for trouble. she wasn't real 
certain, but then she never was certain right away-
or maybe she only wouldn't let herself believe-
but it seemed like she was in the famlly way again.
The thought would check her suddenly in whatever 
she happened to be doing, and she would stand a 
second open-mouthed and staring. this thing had 
happened to her a.gain. An instant later she would 
chide her sinful heart, women were made to have 
babies, it was a sin not to want them, and a black, 
black sin to t.ry to keep from having them. The1thing was to work as long as she was able. 

Lureenie finds these beliefs fa tal. No man, not even her own 

husband, expresses quite so much concern about Lureenie and 

her condition, even to notice that she and her family are 

starving, yet every man in the hollow is willing to pray for 

Lureenie who died in sin because she was h'unforglven, unre

pentant, unregenerate, and unreconLCilegl. t.,2 A double 

irony of this particular phrase is that it is spoken by 

Lureenie's husband, newly sanctified now that he has been 

released from jail. 

Of the four novels, all of which deal pointedly with 

the plight of the mountain woman, Hun~erts Horn is the most 

graphic, most pessimistic. Essentially there is no one female 

protagonist, rather n spirit of mountain womanhood or 
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mountain feminisM runs throughout the novel, each of the 

women, and even the female animals, providing at least one 

facet of the entity_ Sue Annie, Hattie Tiller, Lureenie 

Cramer, Milly Ballew, and Suse Ballew--and even vtnle the 

hound and Queen Devil her prey, contribute a portion to the 

prototype of the pioneer mountain woman. Of the women 

characters, SUBe Ballew and her mother Milly serve most 

readily as protagonists and, of the two. Sase is more 

closely related to Louisa Sheridan of Mountain Path. 

Though the literal movements of Louisa and Suse are 

not parallel since Suse does not really ever leave the pri 

son of her native hills. personality traits and symbolic 

meanings are comparable. Louisa is a student. Suse is also. 

to the extent that schooling is available to her, ahe Is 

intelligent and her father, Nunn. conforming to the mountaineer 

stereotype which Nora Miller's survey. taken about the time 

Hunter's Horn was being written, has proved a common trait- 

that of being able to read but possessing little regard for 

book learning,1 says. "'She is the readenest youngen.' ••• 

with more of pride in his voice than complaint."2 Suse is 

also very muoh the teacher that Louisa is, though in her 

take-oharge aotivities at Deer Lick Sohool when the 

1Nora Miller, 11M! Girl !n the Rural Family (Chapel
Hill. University of North Carolina Press, 1935), p. 18. 

2Arnow • Hunter'~ Horn. p. 13· 
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superintendent and county board members came to evaluate 

Andrew Haney, she is also muoh like Ria Cal of' Mountain .Path. 

Innate intelligence and sensitivity to the needs of' others 

make her a chUd-women variation of the Great Mother archs

Suse's innate intelligence combined with the little 

academic training she has had help provide subtle semantic 

humor in Hunter's Horn, though Milly's training in decorum 

contributes the irony. During the discussion of the pedigrees 

of the hounds f Nunn and Sase, who tthas read the agrlcul ture 

book in school through three times,"! discuss Suse's knowledge 

of breeding animals. Because they use what for Milly is a 

taboo word instead of brute, the acoeptable euphemism for 

bull, Milly reacts with an ironic f·'Shit-fire, Nunn, I can't 

stand it. Quit talken that away, you'll have Lucy talken 

dirty up at school'. I.
2 In an earlier remark to SURe, Milly 

chidea her for behavior too girlish, yet she also chides her 

for behavior too adult. 

Physioally Suse and Louisa are different. Louisa. who 

never is really called pretty is little and brown-haired 

with dog's eyes. Suse, though she 1.8 maturing physically 

and emotionally throughout Hunter's Horn, is tall and thin 

and brown--and in the final Bcene when Suse, pregnant and 

l Ibid ., p. 98. 

2Ibid • 
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unwed, is dismissed from the cabin by her father whose weak

nesses she recognizes but understands, consequently whom she 

respects for his non-conformist bellefs and therefor~ whom 

she adores, Nunn notes that her head has almost touched the 

mantel for which Milly must reach. Suse has gained both 

literal and symbolio stature greater than that of her mother. 

Dreams and plans for the future are important to both 

Louisa and Suee, though each one's dreams are thwarted by a 

force beyond her oontrol, forcing her through that important 

step in the prooess of initiation, the one at whioh she no 

longer questions, merely acquiesces. Louisa wishes to return 

to her schooling and later exchanges that dream for the one 

involving the young moonshiner, Chris. Suse, even in Cha.pter 

One of Hunter's Horn, is dreaming of escaping Little Smokey 

Creek, though the dream is enoa.sed wi-thin the expos!tion. 

There was a sudden Bcurrying behind them, and 
Zing oame with SUS9 at his heels. "I thought
I hea.rd a. plane," Suse said, and jumped on a. square 
of stone and stood searching the northern side of 
the sky.

Milly and Nunn listened, too, and heard a fain~ 
drone, somewhere up in the hill across the oreek ~t 
sounded. Then Suse was jumping up and down and 
pointing, "There 1s comes, see it, like a star a 
walken, only redder, ever minnit it looks like it 
was goen to bump into th stars, only lOt body knows 
they're lots higher," and oblivious to Nunn's 
warning of oopperheads in the grass and Milly's
admonition to get to bed, Suse kept her eyes on 
the sky until eren the drone of the plane was lost 
behind the fog. 
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Susels dream of escape 1s not always related in images 

of technology.. For her the elements of Nature provide a 

minimal escape.. The top of Pilot Rock. the highest point in 

the settlement, is her place for looking off and dreaming, 

for looking northward. Her enoounter with "the wild geese, 

rather a parallel to the encounter with the airplane, occurs 

when she is in this sacred placat 

Soon she could make out three V-shaped bands 
moving high and effortlessly across the sky, tly
i.ng toward the Pilot Rock as if it were a mile
stone in their path. One band flew straight over 
her head. so low she could see the beating wings
of the leader who held together the two long lines 
behind, meeting in him, then spreading outward 
into the sky. weaving, bending like grass-blades blown 
in the wind, waving far outward at times, like the 
slowly opening ''lings of some fantastically shaped
bird, then closing until the birds seemed e. line of 
blaok dots in the sky, the lines never stUl, never 
breaking.. with eaoh goose keeping his proper place
and proper distance behind the other. 

She watohed, craning her head. turning slowly.
her ayes never cEiasing to follow them in.their 
flight. The honking grew fainter and fainter, 
untll she could not have told when the sound of it 
ended and the memory begant the flowing lines grew 
thinner, smaller, blacker as they moved southwest
ward. One ins tant she could see three thin black 
strings blowing against the gray sky, then only the 
gray skyJ but she looked still into the empty gra3t
ness, something inside her, like the spirit of God 
that came on Milly at church, rising and flying with 
the birds straining after them, orying and calling
f1 t to buret her heart. but soundless and wordless, 
because there were no worda that could tell the 
thing, only the knowing deep inside her thatahe, 
SUSEl. would go away into new fine country, as the 
wild geese were going now. 

Only, the wild geese would come back with the 
spring. and they went togethert but when rhe went, 
she'd go alone and she'd never come back. 
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When she is in a spot in the hollow that is lower than 

Pilot Rock, Suse still rejoices in the changes the hills 

offer, but she does experience occasional twinges of uncer

tainty. 

Suse • • • looked out the window at the hillside, 
she liked to look at the hill, like the rest of the 
woods, it was for her full of more ohange and exalte
ment than any other part of her life. it was fun in 
spring to leave the corn planting and hunt flowers 
in the woods or wild greens by the river, and the 
long grape hunts in the £all--a sudden and unreason
ing fear of the future filled her for an instant with 
painful doubt. • • • 

She shrugged her shoulders and smiled at the hill 
as the strong smile at the threats of the weak, she 
wouldn't be like fo;lilly and she wouldn' t be like 
Lurernie, she'd make her own life, it wouldn't make 
her. 

The spirit of rebellion inherent in these passages 

and which is personified in Suse was a necessary element in 

the make-up of the pioneer and even more necessary in the 

make-up of the pioneer women. Sase's quotation to Mark 

Cramer, just as they are beginning an emotional involvement, 

or at least an emotional involvement on r,lark's part, is 

"'Lot go •• • I hate to be held like a horse on a bridle... 

when I don't want to be·. 112 The hills hold Suse like a 

horse on a bridle as mountain womanhood holds her. Her 

independent spirit erupts into seemingly disraspectful and 

blasphemous tirades against her parents. against other 

people on Little Smokey Creek, and against Fate in general. 

2Ibid ., p. 229. 
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Sue Annie warns the Ballews of Suse's potential attemp~s to 

escape the prison of her environment. 

Sue Annie stopped in the middle of a description of 
Flannie's new rayon dress, took the pan of cracked 
walnuts from Suse, pulled a hairpin from under her 
haadrag, a.nd went to work. "These walnuts am t t 
hurt, Milly, but Suse is a goen to ba, if'n th pore
child has to set by th fire thisaway all th time 
like a. old woman. Bottlen her up thisaway, she'll 
bile over on you an bust like a full keg a sweet 
cider set to Bour with a tight-stoppered bunghole_ H1 

The keg remains stoppered, however, with household 

chores and adult responsibilities, and begins to boil over, 

gradually at first with oomplaints about lack of meat for 

meals, about clothing so insuffioient that she must hide in 

the bushes to avoid being seen, about never having a stylish 

dress to show off her small waist, and, always silently, 

about never being able to get away_ An eruption occurs 

shortly before the child-bed death of Lureenie, a prisoner 

like Suse, and in a sense, e foreshadowing of her, when Suse 

lashes out in vi~lent curses at tureenie's father-in-law, 

at Nunn, and at God for their neglect of Lureenie and ulti

mately for the treatment of all women. The independent 

spiri t that thum has always admired in Suee is turned on him 

when she strikes at him with h'High school, hell' You'll 

never have enough to send me in decent clothes to th post 

office, let alone high school. You're always aimen, never 
2finishen nothan'. n 
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The prison of her environment continues to crush 

Suae'e spirit and essenoe until it. this nature that she 

loves, beoomes a form of death. She laments of Mark, even 

on the very eve of her impregnation, almost with a knowledge 

of propheoy, I '11 never glt away • • • an they'll be reoolII , 

lecten wha.t I've done as long as I live,' And she told him 

all in broken sobbing how she had oursed in the church house 

and Hattie Tiller had hea.rd her. And how, worse yet, she 

hated God--the things He had done, like sending Lureenie to 

hell •••• 'You nor me neither oan't change th world',n1 

Mark's resigned reply also shows Borne ironic foreshadowing, 

for their relationship both makes Suss's escape impossible 

and insures that her initia.tion is complete, her life 

changes e.nd the change would be insignificant except the.t 

it is a change for the worse. She has come to an agreement 

with the surrounding wilderness, though in her case it is a 

forced aoquiescence. She will leave her father's house and 

beoome the mountain woman ahe has always drea.ded becoming-

the one grown old at th.1rty from hard work and too many 

pregnancies--beoause she has no choice. Suee, possessing no 

choioe, is figuratively dead. 

In this manner she is a personifioation of Queen 

Devil, the vixen who evades the hounds for yeass and is taken 

by them only when she dies from running. Sue Annie speaks 
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what is the proper eulogy for both Queen Devil and Suse. 

"I guess ahe figgered she'd ruther die a
 
runnen than be smoked to death er dug out. • • •
 
My notion is that onat, when she was little, she
 
had a taste a bean penned up. mebbe took frum a
 
den when she was little by somebody that cropped

her ear an tried to make a pet uv her--tnat's
 
why she was so smart an mean an a haten people
 
so. "1 

SuaB's settlement is a symbolic death worthy of the 

sacrificial scapegoat in the hero archetype2 which she is 

indeed, for at least Nunn is aware of the trutlr in the in

vectives she has hurled at him previously, regarding the 

plight of his women. Her tomb is sealed, however, with 

Nunn's final remark to her. h'I ain't a holden th wrong 

you've done agin you--but this fire--it's never warmed a 

bastard'.") Suse, being the strong prOUd woman that she is, 

stronger than Nunn even for she stands unsupported while he 

must lean against the generations-old chimney of that tire 

as he speaks, Ii ••• never looItLU at him or anyone, but 

wa1kLELl away from the fire and through the middle door. ,,4 

Gertie Nevels of The Dollmaker is merely a mo~ 

mature Suse, developed with more refinement of detail- Her 

extraction from the prototype of the Southern Mountain Woman, 

and ul timately from the archetype of the Great Pllother is more 

lIbid •• p. 396. 

2auerin, p. 121. 

)Arnow, Hunter's Horn, p. 411.
 

4Ibid ., pp. 410-411.
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obvious and more easily followed that that of Suse Ballew, 

but the comparison otherwise is extremely close. On the 

literal level, Suse is a big, strong Kentucky hill country 

girl who cares little for housework, who. lIke the wild 

animals lives to run free over the land, or perhaps lives 

because she runs free over the land, who cares little what 

other people-...including the God created by those other 

people--think constitutes sin and salvation. On the literal 

level, Gertie is a big, strong Kentuoky woman who, though 

weighted down from the outset of the novel with the respon

slbilltlea that fall upon Suse in the later chapters of 

Hunter's tlQm, shares Suse' s Pele.gianistic attitude toward. 

religion, each being unable to accept the doctrine of original 

ain. 1 Gertie, too, struggles to co-exist pea.cefully with the 

new environment that she enters, having followed the trail 

blazed by those going before her. She, fortunately. makes a 

more positive a.greement with this environment than Suse, yet 

the agreem.ent 113 a pessimistic one made with reluctanoe and 

resignation. for Gertie. a veritable personification of the 

Agrarian philosophy, made more potent by the qualities of 

huma.nitarianism, must concede to the power of technology. 

Thus the housing projeot and the factory are as prison wal.ls 

but not es the solid walls of a tomb. 

1Dorothy Brooke Nicholson. Pilgrims Were Th§¥ All
 
(London. Faber and Faber. 1937), pp. t43-1se:
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Arnow's indication of the superiority of her women 

characters through size as well as through philosophy Is 

operative once again in The Dgllmalter. Gertie is big. tall f 

broad-shouldered enough to control an unruly mule with only 

her long thighs while she holds her sick child in her arms, 

big enough to dislodge a car perched precariously on a bluff. 

Gertie is symbolically la.rger than her own husband, Clovis, 

who is lias tall as she, but without the bigness of bone or 

width of shoulder. 1I1 

GeTtie's size is often referred to or implied in the 

narrative and in the dialogue which explains her closeness 

to nature. Things growing and things from the land seem to 

know Gertie's touch and mold themselves to her wishes, even 

the things she Whittles, and working with wood iA aecond

nature to her. The passage in Chapter Five which describes 

the red cedar water bucket provides example of this: 

The stove light shone on the wash bench of her 
own making, a.nd on the bottoms of the water buckets. 
One was of red cedar, made of pieces of wood fitted 
together barrel fashion and held together with 
copper banda. It was an old bucket and had, like 
most of the furniture which she had not made herself. 
been a cast-off from her mother's house. 

Clovis quarreled often at the weight of the cedar 
bucket and the clumsiness of it, pointing out that 
a new one would cost only a ~arter. 'The children 
seldom carried it to the apr ., but filled it from 
the smaller buckets. • • • Gertiy smiled on it, 
remembering the years she had had it. and was 
filled for a moment with a proud consciousness of 
ownership, something solid and old, know and proved 
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long ago by hands other than her own ••••'
 
As always in any weather. ahe pioked up the
 

red cedar buoket emd went to the spring... •
 
There was.no whitenesaof rock or glimmer of' 

starlight under the pines to mark the oraggy path
down the ridge side to the spring, bu'bshe fol ... 
lowed the. path with no more thought for her teet 
than she would uae to crose the kitchen noor. 
The spring seeped into a hollowed-out basi.n at 
the foot of a low ledge, and without being able 
to see where atone ended and water began she 
squatted by the pool and dipped the bucket in, 
then lifted it and drank easily andaoundlessly 
from the great thick rim as others might have sipped
from a china cup. 

Gertie's ability to find the path in the dark is 

indication of her affinity with nature, which is born out 

also in her dealing with the mule in the introductory 

chapter of the novel when she understands his fears of the 

car and talks to him as if he were one of her children, 

firmly but lovingly and not harshly. When she is staying 

with her son in the hospital, she wishes to go for coffee 

in~the pouring rain because. being closed in the room, she 

can neither hear the rain nor smell it. 

Gertie's extreme independence and intense desire for 

space and room and freedom to move about in that room is 

supported by a passage which confilms her Agrarian spirit. 

Here and there on the walls, in little wooden 
shelves contrived by her father, covering the 
low window sills, set on the cedar chest, on the 
center table, crowding Henley's picture on. top of 
the phonograph, were her mother's potted plantst
gere.niums, begonias, varieties.of cactus. coleus, 
sensitive plants. Many were blooming, but in a 
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sad, half-hearted way, as if they were tired of 
the red clay pots, tied with crepe paper, that 
cramped their roots like too tight shoes • • • • 
Not long after her marriage her mother had given
her a good-sized piece of ~glant maidenhair lerD? 
rooted in til large red pot. She had on the way
home stopped by til limestone ledge above the creek 
and there set the fern where it belonged to be. l 

Even the Pelagianistic attitude toward Christianity 

that Gertie possesses does not escape the influence of the 

agrarian and of affinity with nature. Gertie describes 

Christ to the creative daughter, Cassie. 

"Pshaw," Gertie said, lie. body don't have to go 
to Jesus. He's right down here on earth all th 
time." 

"Have you seen him, Mom?" 
Gertie oonsidered, looking up the hill, "Well,

it's kinde. like you til sean Callie Lou." 
"You mean he's got black ourley hair and black 

eyes like Callie Lou?U 
"No-o-o. When I seen him walken over th hill- 

he jist looked like til good-turned man." 
"Like a preacher in suit clothes a carryen a 

Bible?" 
"No. Seemed like he wore overalls like a 

carpenter. He made things like yer granpa."
 
"Wa.s he a earryen a ax to cut a ax handle?"
 
"I didn't Bee his tools. He'd been in th
 

woods, though, a looken fer something, fer he was 
oarryen a big branoh a red leaves. I figgered
he'd out down a old holler black gum tree fer to 
make beehives, an th lea.ves was so pretty he took 
em with him. • • • Jesus walks th earth, an we're 
goen to have us a little pieoe a heaven right here 
on earth. Your pop has to2go away, but he'll be 
back--he'll be all right. 1t 

Arnow aohieves her portrait of Gertie as a personifi 

oation of Na.ture who is completely inoompat'ible with 

1Ibid. , p. 63· 

2Ibid. , p. 73· 
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technology--partly through fear and partly through ignoranoe 

of that technology, by sUbtle desoriptive phrases. Early in 

the novel, Clovis aocuses Gertie of being as jealous of maoh

inery, a product of technology, as if it were another woman. 

This product of the anti-agrarian foroes that overwhelm 

Gertie in the new territory, begins in an article as small as 

the flaShlight which she disdains for the cheaper, softer, 

more dependable lantern light, and extends to the final steps 

in the process of technology, war and the factory, and even 

then Gertie prefers the horrors of war to the horrors of the 

enclosing, imprisoning factory. 

Not only does the factory imprison, but also do the 

effects of the faotory, one of which is the housing pro~eot 

into whioh the Nevels family moves. Here Gertie's pioneering 

spirit and independenoe are tested to the breaking point. 

The new surroundings are indeed a wilderness into which she 

has journeyed and with whioh she must lea.rn to oo-exist with 

a minimum of disagreement. The novel, The Dollmaker, does 

not, on the surface, permit Gertie to adjust to the technology. 

She finds the train ride to Detroit intolerable until she can 

spend some moments whittling. She oannot move about the 

interior of the Nevels' unit without oolliding with radios, 

washing machines, refrigerators, and other assembly llne pro

ducts Which, while symbolizing the teohnology she must strug

gle against, literally keep her from quick aooess to the out

doors, and even the outdoors is not easily aocessible, what 
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with Michigan weather combined with technology-produced smog. 

The refrigerator and the gas oven. seemingly insigni

ficant, are even obstacles for Gertie's path. An unsuccess

ful Christmas dinner. made so beoause of an underdone turkey, 

too hard butter, and frozen lettuoe, all caused by laok of 

familiarity with the apPliances, is redeemed somewhat by 

Cassie f who, taking the dress from a store-bought Ohristmas 

doll and putting it about the hickory one Whittled by Gertie. 

begins the painful process of bringing old ideas to a new 

environment and combining the two in order to create a 

totally new product or idea. Cassie probably makes the 

greatest strides of all in adapting old ws.ys to new environ

ments when she introduces the other ohildren to Callie Lou, 

"the wi 'toh-child. Cassie serves rather as the sacrificial 

scapegoat in that she must die in order to prove the exist

ence of Callie Lou in the minds and imaginations of the 

other children in the alley and, through this, to give Gertie 

and her children the courage to attempt to pla.nt flowers in 

the drab, usually littered alley. The flowers planted in 

the 01ty earth canstitate a. final attempt to exercise free 

will for Gertie who is convinced that I'only your own place 

on you own land LOring§] free will. ,,1 

In spite of her symbolic attempt to maintain her own 

place on her own land through working with wood, Gertie must 

1Arnow , The Dollmaker, p. 308. 
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surrender to technology even in that. The crucifix she hand 

carves for Victor is eventually replaced by sawed lumber 

crosses that Clovie cuts from a pattern on a seoond-hand jig

saw he locates and repairs. The jumping jack dolls that she 

takes credit for creating are, in reality, completed by a 

microcosmic assembly line composed of all the members of the 

Nevels family save Reuben, returned to Kentucky, and Cassie, 

deceased, each through refusal to be like other people. 

Knowing that she cannot keep what is left of her 

famll~ together and in good health, Gertie lets her initia

tion be almost complete. She accepts the idea that the knife, 

in the hands of Clovie, the personification of technology, is 

an instrument of destruction, perhaps even of death, while 

in her hands it is an instrument of creation, and the objects 

it creates are taken from nature with love and concern. 

Gertie is totally alone in the idiom of existentialism1 when 

she decides to give overwhelming ground to technology, to the 

assembly line. to conform!ty by spl!tting the block of cherry 

wood, the thing that has been her salvation up to this point, 

into boards for Whittling so that it turn, it can become 

the salvation of her family. She does surrender to the 

prison of conformity, but not without a final fasp of inde

pendent spirit which is stimulated by the people who follow 

1Jean-Paul Sartre, Existentialism (New Yorks Philo
sophical Library, 1947), pp. 11-61. 
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the red wagon carrying the faceless oherry block to the wood 

lot, speculating as to what person Gertie had intended it to 

be. The varying conolusions coming from the crowd indicate 

that individualism has not been completely destroyed and 

indlvidualilty is underscored when the wood lot man refuses 

to split the block himself but insists that Gertie do it. 

Whatever Gertie might have surrendered to technology, she 

ma.inta.ins the final word for independence of thought when 

ahe sa.yss 

"No. They we.s so many would ha done, they'a 
millions an millions a faces plenty fine enough-
fer him." 

She pondered, then slowly lifted her glance
from the block of wood, and wonder seemed mixed in 
with the pain. "Why, some a my nrighbors down there 
in th alley--they would ha done." 

Gertie Nevels and Suse Ballew, protagonists in The 

Doll~aker and Hunter's Horn respectively, represent primarily 

the second of three steps in both the in!tiation motif of 

the hero archetype and the prototype of the pioneer spirit. 

They struggle to develop an agreement with their environment 

wi th permits them to continue living end also preserves as 

much as possible of the original sta.te of the environment. 

Figuratively each woman is alone in a new territory. For 

Suse the literal territory is not new, though the territory 

of her fantasy world is. the terri tory of mountain womanhood 

1s new to Suse, too. For Gertie, the literal territory is 
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new; the figurative, not entirely so, for her family that 

constitutes much of that territory is with her. still she 

is trapped by the literal territory of pressure to oonform. 

Suse is trapped by the literal territory that she has always 

known, for she never escapes the hillsi in the same manner 

that the hills imprison her does the new territory of woman

hood imprison her. 

Both Gertie and Suse are able to compromise with 

their environment rather than to give in to it, though 

Gertie's compromise is somewhat more positive, somewhat less 

naturalistic than Suse's compromise, Sase is d!sowned by her 

entire family and must turn to people who are veritable 

strangers, thus in essence being alone. Gertie is rejected 

only by her overly pious mother, her own husband and children 

reject only portions of her philosophy, and she finds 

neighbors who sympathize with her in part} thus she is not, 

in essence, completely alone. Her individuality and inde

pendence do Ultimately gain respect from those around her. 

The solitude Suse and Gertie know begins in the 

earliest novel with Louisa Sheridan, the orphaned stranger 

to the hills who comes alone to initiate and having done so, 

departs initiated but still alone. Susie Schnitzer of The 

Weedkil1er's Daughter is perhaps the woman most slone of the 

four. Most fitting then sre her poaition in the fourth novel 

and her extreme refinement of construction when ahe is com

pared to the other women in the novels of Harriette Arnow. 
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Chapter V 

CONCLUSION I THE SETTLEltlENT 

The pioneers who opened the pathe and trails into the 

Southern Appalachia.n Highlands, partioularly those of the 

cumberland region, and who brought old world knowledge to 

oombine with the new world environment, thus creating insti

tutions superior to the parts that compose them, by adapting 

the rhythm of their lives to the rhythm of the environment, 

were able to establish settlements in the wilderness from 

which other mountaineers, interested in moving on to new 

terri tory, emerged as pioneers Eventually as the land wasfI 

all oonquered, the pIoneer spirit had to evolve into other 

forms, some psyohologioal, some religious, some ethical, and 

some philosophical-

In the same manner have the women oharacters of the 

novels of Harriette simpson Arnow evolved until Susie 

Sohnitzer, protagonist of the fourth novel, 12l! Weedkiller's 

Daughter, has beoome the oulmination of the prooess of evolu

tion and the ul timate refinement of Arnow' a use of the 

southern mountain pioneer woman prototype. Though the novel 

that Susie lnhabits 1s not of the quality of the other 

novels, of Arnow, and though Susie is leBS realistio (aocord

ing to Eokley, "often trite and too gOOd"l), lesa naturalistic 

lEckley, "Ha.rriette Arnow," p- 196. 
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than Louisa, Suse. and Gertie, she is the only one of the 

four who oontains all of the elements present in the other 

three. A soope such as this requires that she be "too good" 

and somewhat less than believable, for as Arnow's final pro

duct, she has attained a stature of rather a goddess. 

Each of the four women is alone in her struggle, most 

of the time so alone that if she were not already the inde

pendent thinker who questions the institutions and customs of 

her society, especially when they can be ohanged, she would 

be rorced to become so. Each also has an aff1nity with the 

world of nature, each is imprisoned by conform!ty or by the 

pressure to oonform. Susie, as the most refined development 

of the four characters, must of necessity possess the most 

obvious variations of these traits. As a precocious teen

ager, recently arrived in new territory, both literally and 

figuratively, Susie is alone. Her famUy has been in Eden 

Hills less than two years. const!tuting the 11teral new 

territory for SUB1e • The figure. tiva new territory is made 

up of Susie's belief and values that differ from those of 

her parents. She is the most rejected of three children in 

a loveless household motivated by fear to hate everything 

not blatantly White Anglo-Saxon FTotestant.1 Susie's soli

tUde if further compounded by her interests in people as 

individuals, not as members of a race or a creed, by her 

1 . 8·Ibid., pp. 175-1 5· 
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leanings toward pacifism, by her desire to see the ecologi

cal balance maintained everywhere but particularly in her 

neighborhood, and by her attempts to locate and insure her 

own identity. 

Related in part to all the quests Susie haa deoided 

to make her own is her abhorrence, not so much of technology, 

for she employs that to her advantage, but to the devasta.

tion of nature than technology causes. Her orusade against 

technology begins most immediately with her father's weed

killing tendenoies. So much does he desire to be rid of 

weeds--and their parallel forms, the people whose races and 

philosophies aren't comparable to his--that he forbids even 

real flowers in his house, pleading allergy to them, and 

inspiring Susie to use as part of her crusade the triumphant 

feeling tha.t comes from keeping flowers in a secret attic 

hideaway. Another facet of Susie's anti-antiweed campaign 

is the walled garden that she and the cook have cUltivated, 

significantly, behind the shed which provides storage for 

Kr. Schnitzer's herbicides and insecticides. 

At the shed corner ahe stepped off the cement into 
the damp softness of grass, where she searched until 
her hand felt leaf and flower. Gently feeling, now 
and then pinching a stem, she soon held up to Robert 
what, in the dull red light of the far away fires, 
appeared to be a handfUl of small round black shapes 
on stems. "I'Ilexioan chrysanthemums. They are 11ttle 
and browny red, but when you smell them you know it's 
flowers you smell. The gardener at first wouldn't 
have them, because they weren't in the landscape
architeet' 8 plan. But Lulu persuaded him, and took 
care of them while I was gone this summer." She 
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~Pheld the flowers to the pale blur ot his faoe. 

t They have~t been sprayed. Oan' t you tell from 
the emell?" 

since Susie oannot have growing things in her room, acoord

ing to her father's orders, she often visits the pond and 

swamp belonging to The Prim!tive, who 1s Gertie Nevels now 

evolved to a. higher sta.te of development. at least B. hap

pier one. than she possesses in ~ DolJ.,maker. In order for 

Susie to get to The Primitive's pond, she must cross the site 

of construction of a six-lane highway inhabited by the mon

strous machines that are working "still in the get-the-trees

out-of-the-way stage.,,2 While this destruction of the envir

onment in favor of technological advanoe disturbs Susie 

greatly, the wildemess of the swamp and pond that The Primi

tive is struggling to keep as wilderness provides Susie with 

opportun1ty to be near wild things and to observe their 

living in harmony with their environment, thus she is not 

totally surrounded. by plastio flowers and the absence of 

natural fragrances. 

The pond is a place or refuge for several human 

creatures who oonstitute a figurative endangered species, 

Susie and her friends, Iggy. AnguS, Katy, and Ben. They are 

varia.tions of the arohetypal maimed one.J Susie, of course, 

1Arnow , The Weedkiller's Daughter, p. 25

2 6Ibid •• p. 2. 

JCirlot, A D.!ctionaa .Qf ~bols, pp. 1-2. 
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is literally but not severely marked by facial scars from an 

accident that occurred during her very early childhood. Like 

the others she is figuratively maimed by an inability to 

conform to parental and societal standards. The speoial 

powers that the pond-watchers possess, powers for which the 

maimings are payment. are an inexplicably miraculous ability 

to see the defects in their parents and in the society and 

an equally miraCUlous ability to avoid being influenced by 

them, through aither environment or herad!ty. Iggy, the 

son of an artist considered a detriment to his child, Katy, 

the daughter of a teacher accused of unamerioan leanings, 

Ben, a Negro; and Angus, the son of a minister recently 

made wealthy by a best-seller which grew out of the pain and 

grief of his counselees, are, like Susie, anti-bigotry, 

anti-pollution, anti-war, and almost anti-technology. 

Susie herself cannot claim an attitude anti

technological in its fullest sense, for in her search for 

her O\~ identity she employs it and is suocessful partly 

through 1ts help. Early in the novel she admits to a. friend 

that she "••• gets tangled in Lheil selves sometimes."i 

and her imagination is continually recalling past events in 

great detail, creating events that could oocur simultaneous

ly with that which is occurring, and flashing into future 

events. Jhe finds that her brain which she, in the language 

tArnow, Weedkiller's Daughter, p. 22. 
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of technology, oalls IBM, is generally able to keep her 

functioning suocessfUlly in both the real world and the 

dream world without short-cirou!ting. When Susie is inter

viewed by the Bocial worker, a would-be psyohologist inter

ested in her scar-alienation crisis, she employs technology 

in the form of tape reoorders to defeat the man's invasion 

of her private life, his recorder, hidden under his shirt. 

she uses to defeat him as she gets him confused and demands 

that he remove it, her own hidden recorder she uses to de

feat him, but more to reassure herself that she tells him 

nothing of the real Susie. 

The lonely Susie paradoxically strives to preserve 

her private life. thus in many ways compounding her alone

ness. Like the pioneers who brOUght old ideas to new sur

roundings, Susie uses technology to help keep her secrets or 

to adjust the sterile, almost unnatural environment of the 

estate on which she lives to an atmosphere she can tolerate. 

Her pacifist inclinations are underscored in this too, for 

she uses. with a bit of reVUlsion for all the SUffering it 

might have oaused others. the powerful magnet from a surplus 

bombsight motor to fasten securely against intruders the 

sliding doors of her closet While she is escaping into her 

secret attic hideaway through the back wall of the closet. 

She has created her own little electronic control panel, to 

whom she gives both name and personality Little Atlas, for 

opening and closing doors that only she knows about. doors 
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that lead to a place not sanitized and deodorized to death. 

She stopped, smiled, some little animal had
 
strock metal in the jungle of piping between the
 
upstairs of the garage wing and the back of her
 
quarters. It eould be a bird or a squirrel, or 
even a criOket to chirrup. She had always hoped 
for a cricket--herer the only spot in all the 
Schnitzer Domain where any living creature save 
man might be safe from sprays, pellets, traps and 
Brandon. She listened, but the sound did not come 
again. • • • 

Nicer was the good smell of wood from the bare 
beams end trusses holding up the roof boards, so 
widely spaced that with a flashlight she could 
glimpse the oedar shingles. She stood, head cooked, 
listening to the wind, a very 11ttle one tonight, 
more like the sigh of a weary world. No good 
gusts to let you imagine 1t was the sea you heard 
instead of the trees up the hill, or the one 
Schnitzer tree big enough to roar. She sniffed. 
Mixed11n with the wood smell was another smell,
damp. 

The passage illustrates Susie's desire to know even 

the smallest item 1m its natural state, she abhors the arti 

ficiality that permeates everything usually around her, in

clUding her mother's homemade apfelkuchen, Which is purchased 

from the frozen food counter at the supermarket and rewrapped 

and relabeled for the Schnitzer's freezer. The plastic 

plants, the plastic people, and their plastic faces drive 

Susie ever onwa~d out of the house of the too-exact color 

schemes and decorations and the too obviously present bomb 

sheltar. She turns, in an implausible combination of 

desperation and common senae, to the world of The Primitive, 

where she finds the warm., the real, and the natural.. 

1Arnow , Weedklller's Daughter, p. )2. 
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~e Primitiv!7 offered Susie, with a word
 
of caution on her safety, free run of her barns,
 
woods, fields, swamps, and ponds, not forgetting

her home. Susie eame to know and love them all.
 
from 'the sheep fold to the sugar bush with the
 
great kitchen tying evel'ything together" She
 
partiomlarly enjoyed the big, iron, WOOd-fired
 
cookstove that as the fall weather sharpened

The Primitive used more and more while the
 
electric range sat cold and idle.
 

Better than mere seeing was the doing. She 
would never have believed a place inland could have 
so many interesting jo'bs--from getting down hay
for hungry cattle to washing butter fresh from 
the churn. And as they talked together, she learned 
The Primtive's language, she now knew that Bender, 
the big, friendly black and tan dog, was a our-dog, 
not a feist, the look and feel and taste of 
"strung okrie" and what a diddle was. She learned 
the glory of walking in the sugar bush late in 
the afternoon When the long, low rays of the 
setting sun added yet more gilding to the red rnd 
gold leaves over her head and around her feet. 

Susie, a preeocious child of adolesoent stature and 

adult mind, uses this precocity to expedite her search for 

her identity, which she does by combining technology and 

almost innate medical and technological skills. She suspects 

immediately that the fugitive cousin in her attic is suffer

ing from a throat infection and almost without time to 

think, she acts to get medicine for him by being true to her

self, but false to some of the people ehe loves most. She 

manages to act her way through a sore throat and a fever by 

using make-up, merthiolate, and a hot iron and by shaking a 

thermometer by the wrong end so that it movea up rather than 

down. Her medical skills and her nautical skills are equally 
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superb and seemingly innate. She. without any apparent pre

vious experience, is able to help 8 friend, who does not 

really apprecia.te the gesture, bring the boat which she 

affectionately calls AntiPlmi baok safely to the marina in 

spite of a storm. Susie is definitely the salt-reliant 

woman. She adapts--with astonishing rapid!ty--towhatever 

the situation and always triumphs, hence the comparison to a 

goddess. 

Susie, as the Gther three women characters created by 

Harriette Arnow, is fundamentally alone when she arrives in 

the new territory. The new territory is such the.tit effects 

isolation, so the solitary state creates a self-reliance and 

an independent spirit. The independent spirit enables the 

pioneer woman, as each of these women is fundamentally, to 

develop her own creativity by combining what she knows of 

life with what she must learn of life to make a better li£e 

than either of the parts alone would have ma.de. Susie, like 

these other women, questions much of her environment. but 

works to change only what she can change and patiently waits 

until she will be able to change the rest. She, too, is 

imprisoned by conformity a.nd fervently desires to escape 

that, but since she is the culmination of the evolution of 

the pioneer woman prototype as Arnow uses it, she is more 

refined in every aspect than the others. Susie is Louisa 

Sheridan, but she is Louisa with money, and while she is in 

a sense, every bit the orphan that Louise. is, she is 

-
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separated from the lo'Ved ones only temporarily and thus main

ta.ins the dream that Louisa must relinquish to the hUI 

country code of ethics. Susie Is quite obviously Suse 

Ballew, even to the similarity of nam.&. but she is Suse with 

opportunity to exercise her independent spirit. Susie may 

complain about her high school experiences. but she at least 

is getting them and does not find herself hopelessly tied 

down to a family at the age of fifteen. She is a Suse who, 

though she has not yet conquered her environment, is well on 

her way to doing so and 1s optimistic that she will. Susie 

is Gertie Nevels, but she is lese naturalistic, more romantic 

than Gerti e • She has more time. more money, and more room 

for hope than Gertie. Arnow achieves symbolic indication of 

this in that Susie, agrarian in spirit in the same proportion 

that Gertie is, is also nautical. She knows the sea manages 

to draw the best from it just as Gertie manages to draw the 

best from the land. Susie is also Sue Annie from Hun~er's 

Horn in her ability to deal with the sick and in her ability 

to counsel the frightened, even the selfishly frightened like 

Vicki Maxwell with the open-heart surgery scar. Even the 

witch-child Callie Lou/Cassie from The RQllmaker finds her 

way into Susie. The creativity and the imagination, even to 

the calling upon IBM !3.nd to the dialogue with Little Atlas, 

1s proper behavior for en urbanized Casele, who can exist in 

Xhe ~~~dk111~r'8 Daughter since that novel is much less 

realistic than The DollmBker. 
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The evolution of fundamental traits of the four char

acters is underscored by Arnow's use of the hands in the 

final ohapters. Louisa of MO\U1tatn Pith sees hers as she 

holds them to the fire, open and empty. So strongly does she 

feel her initiation that she expects her hands to be ohanged, 

but is surprised to find them as they were when ahe came. 

even to the callus she had been certain would disappear. 

She is like her hands, open and empty, for she is free to 

return to her former life with only memories of her lite in 

Cal Valley. 

Suse of Hunter's Horn stands with her hands slowly 

twisting, closed like her future, and moving as if by 

instinot or reflex, as she will move during muoh of her 

work-shortened life. Gertie of The Dollmaker's hands are 

tightly clinched, representative of the determination 

required to permit the oherry wood block to be sawed into 

boards. It is her last means of identification with the 

Gertie she was before the oorruption by technology. Susie 

of The Weadkiller's Daughter has evolved to merely pulling 

her thumb when she feels threatened. She sucoeeds in the 

final episodes in remembering not to pull the thumb. 

Indeed, her hands do not even beoome part of a farewell 

handshake with the social worker. She has found herself 

and is free. 

A life promising freedom, or at least more fi"eedom 

than they possess at the time they decide to take those 
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unknown paths, has always been one of the objeots of the 

pioneers' search. They go into the new land rather.- as the 

Hero archetype goes through initiation, bringing their ideas 

which they adapt to the new environment as they attempt to 

establish a settlement. Successful adaptation of the old to 

the new is a prerequis!te to the thriving settlement, but the 

settlement also requires that some of the individUality 

existing before the adaptation be preserved, for the inde

pendent, self-reliant man or woman is the only one capable 

of looking forward, of continually striving to reach the 

goal, of breeding a race of independent people who will also 

strive for whatever provides freedom for them. 

The Scotch and Scotch-Irish and the sprinklings of 

people of other nationalities who followed the paths into 

the wilderness of the Southern Appalachian Mountains were 

suoh an independent, self-reliant people. Their descendants, 

bred with the same pioneer spirit, were. among others, the 

Cumberland Highlanders. Some of the offspring of the Cumber

landers were the Denneys and the Simpaons, ancestors of 

Harriette Simpson Arnow. She, too, possesses the independent, 

self-reliant spirit which has spurred her on to her goal. 

She has followed the path to mud road to graded gravel to 

highway and, in doing so, has moved from town to hills to 

city to suburbs. The development of her novels has paralleled 

her movements and the movements of her women protagonists. 

As the characters move from city to hills to city to suburbs, 
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the settings move from hills to city to suburbs, the setting 

of the final novel, however, is significantly Eden ~ll1§. 

As susie is the ultimate step in the evolutionary prooess 

which begins with innocent Louisa and moves to imprisoned 

suse and then to temporarily imprisoned Gertie, Eden Hills 

must be considered the ultimate setting. It adapts the c1ty 

experience to the mountaineer spirit. thus creating in Susie 

and her adult counterpart, The Primltive, a freedom that comea 

only with peaceful, unqualified co-existence with the environ

ment. 
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